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From the Chancellor

2005 witnessed outstanding results
for Charles Darwin University
and, on behalf of the University
Council, I have great pleasure in
congratulating all staff and students
on our successes.
Corporate governance has been at
the forefront of Council activities,
with the Council continuing to
ensure that the University complied
with the National Governance
Protocols contained in the

Higher Education Support Act 2003.
Additionally, the Council approved
the governance framework, together
with supporting policies and
Code of Ethics.
The success of the year’s activity
can be seen in the large number
of graduates. Over 3800 students
graduated at ceremonies held in
Darwin and Alice Springs.
It gives me great pleasure to
acknowledge the successes of our
students through initiatives such
as the National World Skills, the
National Youth Roundtable, the
Northern Territory Training Awards
and Northern Territory Young
Achiever Awards.

[Printer to INSERT SIGNATURE
(R. Ryan)]

RICHARD RYAN AO
Chancellor

These achievements are made
possible through the assistance
of our civic, corporate, foundation
and government partners, and our
alumni, donors and friends. This
year, as every year, they have the
gratitude of the entire University.
Recognition should also go to the
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Garnett,
for her leadership in taking the
University forward.
I would also like to acknowledge
the work and efforts of the staff
at the University. On behalf of the
University Council, thank you to all
for such a good year. Without your
support and dedication, it simply
wouldn’t have been possible.
I look forward to witnessing
the leadership provided by
Charles Darwin University in the
Northern Territory and beyond,
and the achievement of our
common goals in 2006.

In keeping with our goal to build
a reputation based on excellence,
I am pleased to acknowledge
that the University’s achievements
throughout 2005 included many
awards, including the Prime
Minister’s Award for University
Teacher of the Year, the National
AUSTAFE Leadership Award, the
2005 National ASCILITE Awards for
Educational Design and Technology
in Tertiary Education, and the
Australian Vocational Education
and Training Research Association
(AVETRA) New Researcher Paper
of the Year 2005.
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Vice-Chancellor’s Review

For Charles Darwin University, 2005
was one of consolidation on the
one hand, and to make and take
opportunities to expand relationships
for future development on the other.
The University has been astute in
balancing its role as a key driver
for advancement and education
in this part of the world, with the
need to be ﬁnancially robust into
the future. Staff and students can
be proud of their achievements,
and the recognition of the quality
and importance of our activities in
northern Australia and beyond.

[Printer to INSERT SIGNATURE
(Helen Garnett)]
PROFESSOR HELEN GARNETT
Vice-Chancellor
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The University received a
positive audit from the Australian
Universities Quality Agency
(AUQA) in 2005. AUQA found
that, 18 months into our journey,
Charles Darwin University is well
on the way to achieving its shortterm strategic goals. AUQA was
complimentary about many aspects
of our involvement with the local
community, particularly liaison
with schools and involvement with
the Indigenous population which
they identiﬁed as best practice in
Australia. AUQA also made some
recommendations about areas of
business we might improve, which
we are addressing.
Charles Darwin University is
an integral part of the Northern
Territory, with upwards of
ten percent of the Territory’s
population enrolling for some
offering in 2005. The University
continues to shape its activities
and offerings to meet the speciﬁc
needs and challenges of the
Northern Territory. In this vein, we
announced in 2005 the formation
of the Graduate School of Health
Practice in partnership with the

Northern Territory Government,
with programs uniquely structured
to develop a health workforce able
to operate in tough environments.
The University engaged broadly
with the community through
ventures such as the successful
Charles Darwin Symposium series
in Alice Springs and Darwin. It
has expanded its involvement
with Indigenous communities,
including its coordination of the
very successful forums at the
Garma festival in East Arnhem
Land and expansion of Indigenous
knowledge content in offerings.
The University is fortunate to
receive strong support back from
community. An example of this
is the commencement in 2005
of the Modern Greek program
(in partnership with Flinders
University), with support from the
local Greek community.
Achieving economies of scale
is a perennial challenge for all
Northern Territory entities. The
Charles Darwin University–Northern
Territory Government Partnership
Agreement continues to bear fruit in
addressing this at a strategic level,
combining resources and effort in
areas of importance. The combined
value of the Partnership Agreementrelated activities is now around $21
million. Signiﬁcant achievements
in 2005 include the launch of
Bioscience North Australia, an
advanced facility enabling research,
innovation and commercial
development in molecular biology
and related ﬁelds.
The University signed a Memorandum
of Understanding with the Batchelor
Institute of Indigenous Tertiary
Education in August 2005, with the

expectation that collaborative benefits
will flow to our organisations and that
the Northern Territory will be in a
position to further enhance education
outcomes for Indigenous people.
Over the course of 2005 the University
continued to expand activities with
the local Indigenous population. Many
of these activities were directed at
establishing a range of pathways for
engagement with university course
offerings. These pathways provided
opportunities for Indigenous students
who accounted for around onequarter of our Vocational Education
and Training (VET) enrolments.
The ‘Indigenous Taste of Uni’
program continues to interest and
inform potential students of higher
education, and a range of cadetship,
scholarship and support programs
help Indigenous students once they
arrive. AUQA commended many
of these Indigenous-focused higher
education pathway and support
programs as being best practice. The
University expanded its work in the
broader area of Indigenous education,
including playing an important role
in the education component of the
Garma festival in 2005. We also
expanded our Indigenous printmaking
operations through Northern Editions
(the University’s printmaking group),
including running Print ’em up!, a sellout exhibition of Indigenous prints at
the Australian Embassy in Washington.
Many individual awards were
received by staff and students in
2005. These included the Prime
Minister’s Award for University
Teacher of the Year, won by the
leaders of the University’s Yolngu
Studies team, Associate Professor
Michael Christie, Ms Waymamba
Gaykamangu, Ms Betty Marrnganyin

and Mr John Greatorex. Associate
Professor Christie also received an
award for outstanding achievement
in collaboration in research and
development at the Business–Higher
Education Round Table. Bob Nixon,
former Director VET Quality and
Planning, was awarded the National
AUSTAFE Leadership Award at the
association’s annual conference
in Sydney. The 2005 National
ASCILITE Awards for Educational
Design and Technology in Tertiary
Education was awarded to a team
that included University Teaching
and Learning Development Group
staff, Dr Lesley Instone and web
designer Helen Rysavy, along with
partners in CRC education project
leaders Dr Kate Parr (Bushfire CRC
and CSIRO) and Dr Penny Wurm
(Tropical Savannas CRC).

campuses. One other development
of note is the Learning Precinct,
situated in the library at the
Casuarina Campus. The precinct,
which offers a state-of-the-art ITenhanced learning environment
with extended-hours support,
received particular commendation
from the AUQA auditors.
Our achievements in 2005 are
something we can all be proud of, and
underline our role as an engine for the
advancement of northern Australia.

Charles Darwin University
was fortunate to receive
support, particularly from the
Commonwealth and Northern
Territory governments, for
an aggressive infrastructure
development and renewal program
across all campuses. Many of the
developments, such as a new
higher education building in Alice
Springs, a range of new vocational
education and training facilities in
Palmerston, and new space for the
Institute of Advanced Study (IAS)
on the Casuarina Campus, support
the aspirations that underpinned
the University’s founding in 2003.
A significant investment in IT
infrastructure, including video
facilities for remote lecturing
and renewal of core enterprise
hardware and systems, is serving
to modernise how the University
conducts its business across all of its
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CDU Snapshot

Key Statistics
UNIVERSITY STATISTICS

Student Numbers

Category

2004

2005

% Change, 2004-2005

Total

16,084

17,665

9.8%

Higher Education

4,739

5,380

13.5%

Vocational Education and Training

11,345

12,285

8.3%

Higher Education, Female / Male

66% / 34%

66% / 34%

Vocational Education and Training, Female / Male

49% / 51%

48% / 52%

Higher Education, Under 25 Years / 25 Years and Over
Vocational Education and Training, Under 25 Years / 25
Years and Over
Higher Education, ATSI

30% / 70%

29% / 71%

37% / 63%

39% / 61%

238

4.7%

3643

29.7%

Total

2,993.0

2,930.8

Undergraduate, Commonwealth Funded

2,344.3

2,371.9

210.4

109.3

Vocational Education and Training, ATSI

Higher Education
Student Load, EFTSL

Postgraduate, Commonwealth Funded
Fee Paying (all)

Vocational Education and
Training Delivery, Annual
Hours Curriculum

Higher Education
Award Completions

438.3

449.6

2.6%

2,424,972

2,537,925

4.7%

Urban

1,999,836

2,060,307

3.0%

Regional

142,321

144,153

1.3%

Remote

282,815

333,465

17.9%

Total

799

717

-100.0%

Higher Education Undergraduate

489

415

-100.0%
-100.0%

310

302

$15,135

$15,379

1.6%

152.1

148.6

-2.3%

29

28

-3.4%

Weighted Publications

158.9

179.2

12.8%

Total

981

980

-0.1%

Higher Education Academic

217

227

4.6%

Research Income ($’000), All Categories
Higher Degree by Research Student Load, EFTSL
Higher Degree by Research Completions (all)

Staff, Equivalent Full Time
(EFT)

Financial

6

1.2%
-48.1%

Total

Higher Education Postgraduate

Research

-2.1%

Vocational Education and Training Academic

248

228

-8.1%

General

516

525

1.7%

Female

55.5%

56.7%

2.3%

Male

44.5%

43.3%

-2.9%

Total Revenue (Consolidated), $’000

$155,278

$148,970

- 4.1 %

Total Expenses (Consolidated), $’000

$129,376

$142,900

10.5%

Total Net Assets, $’000

$279,446

$293,813

5.1%

Detailed Statistics
Our Students
Charles Darwin University is the major tertiary education provider in the Northern Territory. In 2005 a total of 17,665
students enrolled with the University for one or more offerings, an increase of 9.8% from 2004. Of these, 5,380
students enrolled in at least one Higher Education offering (an increase of 13.5%), and 12,285 students enrolled in
at least one Vocational Education and Training offering (an increase of 8.3%). Approximately 66% of the Higher
Education and 48% of the Vocational Education and Training students are female, proportions similar to those of 2004.

The University’s students span a wide range of age groups, with around 36% under the age of 25 years.

Charles Darwin University Annual Report 2005
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HIGHER EDUCATION STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic

Category

Student load, Equivalent
Full-Time Student Load
(EFTSL)

Total

Course completions

2004

2005

2993.0

2930.8

Undergraduate, Commonwealth funded

2344.3

2371.9

1.2%

Postgraduate, Commonwealth funded

210.4

109.3

-48.1%

Fee-paying (all)

438.3

449.6

2.5%

Average EFTSL per student

0.63

0.54

-14.3%

Course enrolments by
course type

489

415

-15.1%

Postgraduate

310

302

-2.6%

80%

77%

-3.8%

Education, Health and Science

2860

3301

15.4%

Institute of Advanced Studies

17

120

605.9%

Law, Business and Arts

1807

1888

4.5%

Technology

311

345

10.9%

Associate Degree

58

53

-8.6%

Associate Diploma

41

30

-26.8%

Bachelor – grad entry

107

226

111.2%

Bachelor – Honours

58

64

10.3%

3046

3471

14.0%

Bachelor – Pass

Course enrolments by field
of education

Diploma

23

22

-4.3%

Doctorate – coursework

19

20

5.0%

Doctorate – research

162

182

12.3%

Enabling

558

638

14.3%

Graduate Certificate

111

118

6.3%

Graduate Diploma – extend

82

106

29.3%

Graduate Diploma – new

335

272

-18.8%

Masters – coursework

312

305

-2.2%

Masters – research

31

41

32.3%

Non-award

16

35

118.8%

Other award course

0

11

n/a

Postgraduate cross-institution

5

11

120.0%

Undergraduate cross-institution

31

50

61.3%

Agriculture, environmental and related studies (AE)

63

62

-1.6%

Architecture and building (AB)

49

44

-10.2%

Creative arts (CA)

166

154

-7.2%

Education (ED)

1067

1124

5.3%

Engineering and related technologies (ET)

73

123

68.5%

Health (HE)

797

954

19.7%

Information technology (IT)

195

177

-9.2%

Management and commerce (MC)

680

696

2.4%

Mixed field Programs (MF)

530

628

18.5%

Natural and physical sciences (NP)

262

270

3.1%

Society and culture (SC)

1097

1330

21.2%

16

93

481.3%

None (miscellaneous programs)

8

-2.1%

Undergraduate

Success (completion) rate
Faculty course enrolments

% change, 2004–2005

ATSI enrolments

Course enrolments

238

254

6.7%

Success (pass) rates of
equity target groups

People with disabilities

72%

73%

2.0%

People from a non- English-speaking background (NESB)

79%

82%

4.2%

People from isolated areas

77%

69%

-10.5%

Indigenous people

54%

58%

7.3%

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION & TRAINING (VET) STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic

Category

Delivery, Annual Hours
Curriculum (AHC)

Delivery, AHC, by faculty

Delivery, AHC, by
administrative location

2004

2005

Total

2,424,972

2,537,925

Urban

1,999,836

2,060,307

3.0%

142,321

144,153

1.3%

Remote

282,815

333,465

17.9%
-2.1%

Education, Health and Science

1,061,245

1,038,574

Law, Business and Arts

777,777

850,089

9.3%

Technology

585,950

649,262

10.8%

Alice Springs

526,359

506,243

-3.8%
5.5%

Casuarina (Darwin)

1,301,268

1,373,398

Jabiru

70,926

75,660

6.7%

Katherine

43,454

88,898

104.6%

Katherine/Rural College

116,228

106,817

-8.1%

Nhulunbuy

72,457

68,107

-6.0%

Palmerston

293,810

295,356

0.5%

470*

23,446

01 Arts, entertainment, sports and recreation

171,168

211,433

02 Automotive

79,899

80,413

0.6%

03 Building and construction

78,168

98,870

26.5%

04 Community services, health and education

341,215

360,450

5.6%

05 Finance, banking and insurance

53,210

38,945

-26.8%

17,344

16,424

-5.3%

07 TCF and furnishings

24,752

25,736

4.0%

09 Engineering and mining

97,827

113,412

15.9%

10 Primary industry

381,202

315,972

-17.1%

12 Sales and personal service

60,693

75,249

24.0%

13 Tourism and hospitality

111,536

146,495

31.3%

14 Transport and storage

47,840

49,037

2.5%

15 Utilities

12,111

99,985

725.6%

16 Business and clerical

202,258

245,010

21.1%

17 Computing

238,546

197,860

-17.1%

18 Science, technical and other

100,585

48,235

-52.0%

19 General education and training

280,588

337,517

20.3%

21 Exceptions – cookery

106,817

76,882

-28.0%

Industry group not specified

19,213

Success (pass) rates of
equity target groups

n/a

74%

76%

13,681

15,338

12.1%

66

35

-47.0%

Certificate I

2399

3922

63.5%

Certificate II

4786

5013

4.7%

Certificate III

3280

3720

13.4%

Certificate IV

2258

1999

-11.5%

Diploma

892

649

-27.2%

Total
Advanced Diploma

ATSI enrolments

23.5%

06 Food processing

Success (completion) rate
Course enrolments

4.7%

Regional

Tennant Creek

Delivery, AHC, by
industry group

% change, 2004–2005

Course enrolments

2.6%

3643**

5044

38.5%

People with disabilities

67%

74%

10.4%

People from NESB

64%

67%

4.7%

People from isolated areas

72%

72%

0%

Indigenous people

63%

69%

9.5%

*Tennant Creek administration was mainly undertaken by the Casuarina Campus in 2004.
**Around 25 percent of 2004 ATSI students did not declare status.
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Research
Research at the University continued to grow in 2005. Creation of the Institute of Advanced Studies at the University
has led to a systematic expansion of research activities, and the inclusion of the Menzies School of Health Research as
a School in the Institute has itself produced an increase in research income. Accompanying the expansion of efforts in
research-intensive Schools, there was also an overall increase in research activity during 2005 across the University, as
can be seen below.

Other research data is tabulated below:
RESEARCH DATA SUMMARY
Category
Research income ($’000), including the
Menzies School of Health Research

Research income ($’000), excluding the
Menzies School of Health Research

Higher Degree by Research completions

Higher degree by research load, EFTSL

Weighted publications, including the
Menzies School of Health Research*

Weighted publications, excluding the
Menzies School of Health Research*

2005

$15,135

$15,379

1.6%

Category 1 National competitive grants

$5486

$5975

8.9%

Category 2 Other public sector research funding

$5527

$5215

-5.6%

Total

Category 3 Industry and other funding

$2835

$2689

-5.1%

4 CRC income

$1287

$1,500

42.6%

Total

$9056

$9169

1.2%

Category 1 National competitive grants

$1921

$1854

-3.5%

Category 2 Other public sector research funding

$4926

$4621

-6.2%

Category 3 Industry and other funding

$1300

$1391

7.0%

4 CRC income

$909

$1303

43.3%

Total

29

28

-3.4%

PhD

21

17

-19.0%

Masters

8

11

37.5%

Total

152.2

148.6

-2.4%

PhD

129.9

124.6

-4.0%

Masters

22.3

24.0

7.6%

Books

15.0

10.0

-33.3%

Book chapters

15.2

23.45

54.3%

Journal articles

100.3

119.94

19.6%

Conference proceedings

28.4

31.8

12.0%

Books

15.0

10.0

-33.3%

Book chapters

12.7

23.45

84.6%

Journal articles

68.0

92.36

35.8%

Conference proceedings

28.4

32.3

13.7%

*2005 research income and publications data is preliminary
10

% Change
2004-2005

2004

Finance
Parental Entity (Excluding Capital and Investments)
Higher Education activities accounted for around $74 million of revenue in 2005 while Vocational Education and Training
activities accounted for $49 million of revenue. The net overall deficit on education activities was around $3 million.

VET

HED

Our Staff
At the conclusion of 2005, the University had 980 Equivalent Full-Time (EFT) staff members.
Details are tabulated below:

STAFF STATISTICS

Higher Education Academic Staff

Vocational Education and Training
Academic Staff

General Staff

Category

2004

2005

2005 Females

Total Number

217

227

114

Level E

16

18

3

16.7%

Level D

15

16

6

37.5%

Level C

57

55

18

32.7%

Level B

90

89

55

61.8%

Level A

39

49

32

65.3%

248

228

95

41.7%

Total Number

2005 Female %
50.2%

Category IV

4

3

1

33.3%

Category III

80

33

17

51.5%

Category II

162

191

76

39.8%

Category I

2

1

1

100.0%

516

525

347

66.1%

HEW 10 and above

28

24

14

58.3%

HEW 9

19

27

15

55.6%

HEW 8

38

33

16

48.5%

HEW 7

55

51

26

50.9%

HEW 6

56

65

50

76.9%

HEW 5

90

97

62

63.9%

HEW 4

124

119

87

73.1%

HEW 3

74

76

50

65.8%

HEW 2

7

11

9

81.8%

HEW 1

25

22

18

81.8%

Total
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Organisation Structure
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Charles Darwin University,
Casuarina Campus
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Major Activities & Outcomes

The year 2005, the University’s
second year of existence, was
a busy and productive year
of consolidation. Many of
the institution-wide activities
undertaken were explicitly directed
at balancing the University’s role as
a key driver for advancement and
education in northern Australia,
with the need to be financially
robust and have sustainable
operations into the future.
What follows is a brief overview
of some of the University’s major
activities and outcomes from 2005.

AUQA Audit
The Australian Universities Quality
Agency audited the University in
2005, with the final report released
in November. (View the report
at: http://www.auqa.edu.au/
qualityaudit/sai_reports/index.shtml.
The AUQA Report states that,
18 months into the life of the
University, the institution was
well on track to achieve identified
short-term goals (by the end of
2006) as stated in the University’s
Strategic Plan. AUQA found that
the University had many significant
achievements, and commended
a number of areas of higher
education operations, such as the
employment of high-quality staff,
identifying our research priority
areas, the partnership agreement
with the Northern Territory
Government, and recognition
of the University’s vital role in
Indigenous development through
education and student support. The
14 commendations given to the
University by AUQA reinforced the
direction in which the institution
is progressing, with its ongoing
growth as an institution of higher
learning serving stakeholders in the
Northern Territory.

14

AUQA also made recommendations
in areas to be considered for
improvement. Many of these were
known to the University, and
are included in the improvement
program developed for the second
half of 2005–2006.

Strategic Planning
The University formalised an
overarching Strategic Plan in 2005,
with supporting plans from the
Schools and Operational Priority
Plans from major executive portfolios
and key areas. This will be reviewed
in 2006 to take account of relevant
‘external’ and ‘internal’ influences.
Primary University objectives for
each of the core business areas as
outlined in the Strategic Plan are:

Teaching and Learning
To expand student numbers in a
managed way, ensuring Charles
Darwin University is the institution
of choice for regional students by
providing an appropriate breadth
and depth of high quality vocational
and higher education programs in
an efficient and effective way.

Research
To both increase and focus research
activities within the University to
maximise the benefit to the region
and the wider academic community
in four priority areas: natural and
cultural resource management;
human health and wellbeing,
teaching, learning and living; and
community development and identity.

Community Access
To manage and expand interaction
with the various communities and
groups to maximise the value of the
University to the region.

Business Development
To expand the proportion of
income from profitable (nontraditional) business coming from
government and non-government
sources in a managed and
diversified way.

Corporate Services
To provide continuous
improvement in support service
delivery in a balanced and managed
way, with priorities reflecting
primary goals in other core areas of
University business.
More information on the suite of
University planning documents can
be found at http://www.cdu.edu.
au/vc/strategic.html.

Review of
Higher Education Offerings
The University spent significant
effort reviewing its suite of Higher
Education offerings in 2005. The
review was part of a larger push to
assess the value to the University
and other stakeholders of all
University resources, as well as the
value of all activities undertaken by
staff. The principle desired outcome
from the review was a redirection of
effort away from academic offerings
with very low subscription, and
toward activities where enhancement
of quality and focus would bring
significant benefits to students and
other stakeholders. A secondary aim
was to streamline higher education
offerings for 2006, simplifying
academic pathways into and
through the organisation and as a
result improving customer service.
Streamlining the 2006 offerings also
acts to support the outsourcing of
admissions to the South Australian
Tertiary Admissions Centre
(SATAC) and the introduction
of online enrolments.
During 2005, University staff
delivered around 1,100 Higher
Education units. Around 40 percent
of these units had five or fewer
students. Following the review of
higher education offerings, the
University removed around 300
low subscription units from its
suite of offerings for 2006, allowing
staff to spend more time on highvalue core University activities. The
selection of units to be reduced
was subject to stringent criteria to
minimise any potential negative
effects on current students.

Research worldwide has shown
this approach to lead to improved
educational outcomes. The University
has also maintained the large range
of Open Universities Australia (OUA)
units on offer, balancing any effects
of the unit review.

Compliance with
Commonwealth Legislation
and Requirements
The University expended
significant effort throughout
the year in meeting new
Commonwealth requirements.
The Commonwealth introduced
the Higher Education Workplace
Relations Requirements (HEWRRs)
in 2005. The aim of the HEWRRs
was to modernise workplace
relations, to provide staff with
greater choice and institutions with
more flexibility in employment
options and conditions. The
University was assessed as HEWRRs
compliant, a requirement to be
eligible for a 5 percent funding
increment on the Institution’s
Commonwealth grant.
Also required for the
Commonwealth grant increment
was National Governance Protocols
compliance. The University sought
and received changes to the

Charles Darwin University Act 2003,
and subsequently was assessed as
compliant by the Minister.

the fund comprised two steps: an
initial “qualifying” step, whereby
the institution was assessed to
ensure that it was providing a
quality standard of teaching, and
a second phase, whereby funds
were distributed to institutions
against particular criteria. The
metrics in the final stage relate
to student satisfaction, attrition,
and employment or further
study patterns of students upon
completion of study. The University
passed Stage 1, testimony to the
overall quality of its offerings.
In 2005, the Federal Minister
announced plans to introduce
a Research Quality Framework
(RQF) for the Higher Education
sector. This is likely to take effect
in 2007, with impacts on funding to
commence in 2008. In preparation,
the University participated in a
trial RQF with the New Generation
University Group. Other groups
of universities are conducting
similar trials around the country.
Information and discussion sessions
were held to familiarise staff with
the RQF (including the trial RQF)
and the criteria currently being
discussed for research quality and
impact assessment, against which
research will be measured. The
sessions also provided a forum for
the exchange of ideas between staff.

The Learning and Teaching
Performance Fund commenced in
2005. The process of assessment
of institutional teaching quality for
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Major Activities & Outcomes, 2005

Garma Festival
The University forged a unique
partnership with the Yothu Yindi
Foundation under the auspices of
Garma, the Top End celebration
of Indigenous culture and twoway knowledge sharing, taking
on the coordination of the Key
Forum component. Garma is now
recognised as one of the biggest
Indigenous cultural events in
Australia. The University is uniquely
positioned to offer expertise and
a commitment to supporting
Indigenous knowledge systems
while providing an environment
where Indigenous learning
opportunities will continue to be
encouraged and enhanced.
Taking place over three days, the
2005 Garma Forum, under the
theme of ‘Indigenous Cultural
Livelihoods’, looked at how music,
art and tourism could advance
socio-economic benefits to
Indigenous people while retaining
and upholding culture. Speakers
travelled from across Australia
to share knowledge and ideas,
and present workshops that were
successfully woven into the wider
celebration in North-East Arnhem
Land. Over 2,000 people attended
(approx. 1,200 Yolngu and 800 nonIndigenous visitors), with strong
support from community partners
and sponsors.
The overall success of Garma 2005
was perhaps best described by
Kakadu Community Elder Jacob
Nayinggul, who commented: ‘At
this place, we are walking to the
future not in front of the whitefella,
not behind the whitefella, side by
side – not joined, but two peoples
walking together.”’
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Graduate School
for Health Practice
During 2005 the Graduate School
for Health Practice was created.
The School’s vision focuses on
the development and innovative
delivery of education and research
that produces high quality,
geographically and culturally
appropriate health and social
welfare services. The School has
developed from the demand for
health-practice education and
research in the Northern Territory,
and is responding to current and
future demands for health services
in the region.
Specifically, the Graduate School for
Health Practice will:
•

Be contemporary, producing
graduates with a grounding in
patient-centred care which will
enable the Northern Territory
to achieve its goals for health
improvements across towns
and communities;

•

Offer a range of graduate
courses to provide pathways
for those with a grounding in
health care and foster a teambased approach;

•

Become a leader in, and
provider of Indigenous health
care and training programs,
focusing on growing the
Indigenous health workforce
through relevant graduate
courses; and,

•

Establish itself as a leading
national and international
education and service
development facility, particularly
in the areas of systems and
service reform that meets the
needs of remote, rural and
regional health services.

Leading academics in health practice
have joined the staff and in 2006
courses in midwifery will be offered
as well as the Graduate Diploma in
Health, specialising in mental and
renal health. In the next 12 months,
the Graduate School for Health
Practice will expand its range of
courses, with particular focus on child
health, Indigenous health, acute care,
and allied health. Courses in disaster
and emergency management are
planned for 2007–2008.

Library Learning Precinct
The new Library Learning Precinct
on the Casuarina Campus was
opened in 2005. The designers of
the Learning Precinct have created
a space to support flexible learning
using cutting-edge technology, onhand support and modern learningspace design principles.
The Learning Precinct provides
tablet personal computers for
student use, and express terminals
for quick checking of information
from the University’s databases
or online, in the same way
airlines now encourage travellers
in a hurry to access their own
check-in information.
Located on the ground floor of
the University’s Casuarina Campus
library, the Learning Precinct brings
library information and computing
support together in one area,
providing ready access to staff,
computers and information resources
specifically aimed at the learning and
research needs of undergraduates.

The precinct is divided into four
zones. The partitioned Collaborative
Study area allows students to work
together in groups to tackle complex
assignments, while the openplan Laptop Lounge, is designed
for individual and group study,
off or online. Wireless enabled,
the building provides students
with enhanced opportunities for
computer-based collaborative
learning and problem solving, and
greater choice of study locations.

Building Works
The University continues to
undertake building projects and
capital development, in pursuit of
its strategic ambitions.
In 2005, a new facility on the
Casuarina Campus to house the
School of Environmental Research
(SER) in the Institute of Advanced
Studies was opened. The facility,
constructed with the support
of a Commonwealth Capital
Development Pool grant, provides
significant laboratory space for
the SER’s team of multidisciplinary
tropical researchers.
Construction of a new $7 million
higher education facility at the Alice
Springs Campus was commenced
in 2005. The new resource will
be a multi-functional building,
with flexible teaching space,
appropriately equipped IT labs, a
science laboratory and postgraduate
facilities. It will provide state-ofthe-art accommodation for about
40 staff and up to 120 students at
any one time, including training
facilities for multimedia, information
technology and the sciences.

The Northern Territory Department
of Employment, Education and
Training (NT DEET) funded a
significant refurbishment program
at the Katherine Annex. A new
teaching area was installed as well as
upgraded staff accommodation. As
a result of the refurbishment work,
the capacity of the centre to deliver
courses to students located in that
region was significantly enhanced.
Also in Katherine, a new swimming
pool was completed at the main
campus in early October 2005, just
in time for the build-up. While not
a large pool (measuring 4 x 11
metres), it has fast become the focal
point for student activities. It has
also proven to be an inviting spot
for staff and their families to relax
after work and on weekends. This
has led to greater social interaction
between students and staff,
enhancing the already strong sense
of camaraderie at the campus.
Renovations on the welding shed
at the Katherine Campus were
completed on 1 August, 2005. The
shed now has 12 individual welding
bays and a large instructor’s bay
– double the number previously
available. Safety has been vastly
improved by excellent lighting and
a state-of-the-art fume-extraction
system. The welding shed rivals
any training facility in the Northern
Territory. Since completion it has
been extensively used in training
delivery to full-time residential
students, school and community
groups, and students participating
in short courses.

On the Palmerston Campus, an
upgrade to the sports oval, change
rooms and associated access roads
valued at $2m was undertaken. This
project was a collaborative effort
between the University and the
Northern Territory Government, and
will provide a home ground for the
Northern Territory Football League
(NTFL) club, Palmerston Magpies.

Upgrade of
Enterprise IT Applications
The University received funding
from the Commonwealth and
Northern Territory Governments
to significantly upgrade IT
infrastructure and enterprise
systems. This includes replacement
or upgrade of the three major
business systems (financial, humanresource information and system
management) and commencement
of replacement of the library
system, as well as establishment
of the physical infrastructure
(servers, storage and backup
devices, the rooms in which
they sit) and acquisition of the
bandwidth necessary to support
the systems across a distributed
campus environment. Significant
system renewal and establishment
of the overall IT infrastructure
will continue for some time into
the future, depending upon the
availability of funds.
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Government Partnership
Background

Highlights

The Charles Darwin University/
Northern Territory Government
Partnership Agreement has the
overarching objective of nurturing a
dynamic and sustainable Partnership
that brings benefit not only to the
Government and the University, but
also to the future development of
the Territory. The stated overall goal
of the Partnership is:

Significant achievements
of 2005 include:
•

The combined value of the
Partnership Agreement (in-kind
contributions, Government and
University investment, external funds
attracted) is approximately $21m.
Of this, over $5m has comprised
Commonwealth funding attracted
to the Territory for educational or
research purposes on the basis of
collaborative applications.
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•

Bioscience Facility

•

$105,000 was secured from
the National Landcare Program
to identify opportunities for
business development in
the use of natural resources
in remote Indigenous
communities. The project will
develop models for business
development to suit a variety
of participants, ensuring that
Indigenous entrepreneurs can
adjust the program to suit
local circumstances, including
constraints on local capacity,
access to capital, use of
infrastructure and maintaining
obligations to country and clan.

Graduate School
for Health Practice
The University and the Northern
Territory Government each
contributed $50,000 to develop a
proposal for a Graduate School
for Health Practice. The proposal
provides for a unique education
facility that offers joint tertiary
and industry learning, career
pathways, and collaborative
learning across the full range of
clinical settings – acute, urban
community and remote.
Stable Isotope Ratio Mass
Spectrometry Facility
The University led a funding
initiative for a Stable Isotope
Ratio Mass Spectrometer (SIRMS)
facility, which will contribute
to studies of conservation
biology, natural resource
management, environmental and
marine science and resource
development in the tropical
north. The University, Northern
Territory Government, Australian
Research Council, Australian
Institute for Marine Science and
the Australian National University
contributed to the facility.

Production from
Marginal Lands
Sustainable Indigenous
Development and Commercial
Use of Wildlife

Bioscience North Australia
was launched in November
2005 as an advanced facility
enabling research, innovation
and commercial development in
molecular biology and related
fields. The facility is being built
on a collaborative team approach
and will service research
and postgraduate training
requirements of north Australia
now and into the future.

“To develop and implement collaborative
activities between Government and
University that are mutually productive,
cooperative and confer lasting benefit to
the social and economic development of
the Northern Territory.”
In its second full year of operation, the
Partnership Agreement continued to
provide opportunities for collaboration
between the University and the
Northern Territory Government. Staff
across both organisations worked
collaboratively in a broad range of
disciplines and across the three sectors
of Higher Education, Training and
Research to deliver positive outcomes
for the Territory.

•

•

Accelerated Literacy Program
Following its successful launch
in 2003–2004, the National
Accelerated Literacy Program
(NALP) continues to develop
and implement a methodology
for English literacy teaching.
NALP is the first Australian
educational reform project to
address broad systemic issues,
and was awarded $8m by the
Australian Government for the
implementation of the program
for the period 2005–2008.

Peak Group NTG - CDU Partnership

•

AusAid Program
Another positive spin-off from
Partnership activity has been the
involvement of the University in
an AusAid project managed by the
Office of the Commissioner for
Public Employment (OCPE). The
project is aimed at developing a
sustainable, contemporary human
resources and public sector
governance planning framework
for East Timor. Close collaboration
with the University has enabled
OCPE to build visits for senior East
Timorese officials to the University
into their ‘twinning placement’
programs and has opened up
discussions on the possibility of
University courses being offered
for officials in Timor in the
future. A reciprocal visit to East
Timor is being planned by the
University and Northern Territory
Government staff.

In addition to these tangible
outcomes, the Partnership
Agreement has provided a forum
for the intangible outputs that
underpin collaborative activity,
including improved communication
and information sharing between
the University and the Northern
Territory Government and the
development of sustainable
relationships through schedules
that go beyond individual rapport.

Review of the
Partnership Agreement

Professor Charles Webb

Given the success of the Partnership
Agreement to date, both parties
are committed to extending the
life of the Partnership Agreement
beyond the initial three-year term,
which is due to end 30 June 2006.
The operation of the Partnership
Agreement as a whole is subject
to an independent review which
commenced in late 2005.

Deputy Vice - Chancellor
Teaching and Learning

Professor Helen Garnett
Vice - Chancellor

The objective of the review will be
to consider the effectiveness of the
Partnership Agreement in meeting its
stated objectives, and will consider
the three aspects of performance,
governance, and operations.
Margaret Banks
Chief Executive of the
Department of Employment,
Education and Training.

Mike Burgess
Chief Executive of the Department of Business
Economic and Regional Development

Paul Tyrrell
Chief Executive Department of the Chief Minister

Don Zoellner
Pro Vice - Chancellor
Community and Access
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Teaching and Learning
To facilitate the attainment
of institutional goals, the
University’s Strategic Directions
identify the following primary
objective for the core business
area of Teaching and Learning:

“To expand student numbers
in a managed way, ensuring
that Charles Darwin University
is the institution of choice for
regional students by providing an
appropriate breadth and depth of
high quality vocational and higher
education programs in an efficient
and effective way.”

A number of enabling objectives have been identified in order
to facilitate the achievement of the University’s primary aim for
teaching and learning:
1. To have an increased commitment to learner-centred approaches to education;
2. To increase the use of resource-based approaches to teaching and
learning including, where appropriate, technology-mediated approaches;
3. To develop a range of practical pathways between vocational and higher
education offerings and programs to maximise articulation between these
offerings and programs;
4. To have Teaching and Learning University research activities inform and
support University teaching and learning activities, particularly in relation
to postgraduate coursework offerings;
5. To strengthen the commitment to trans-disciplinary approaches to education;
6. To induct and up-skill staff in teaching and learning arenas, including
curriculum design, delivery and assessment methodologies;
7. To develop and implement a comprehensive evaluative framework for
the teaching and learning enterprise; and,
8. To increase engagement with the local professional community in the
development and delivery of programs.

In 2005, the University finalised the Teaching and Learning Operational
Priorities Plan, which identifies four key priority areas and associated
actions to facilitate the achievement of the above enabling objectives. The
achievements and outcomes in these priority areas are summarised below:

Support for, and recognition of, improved teaching practice
(addresses enabling objective 4 and 6)
A significant development in 2005 was the establishment of the position
of ‘Leader, Teaching and Learning Development’ to which Professor Lynne
Hunt, a former winner of the Prime Minister’s Award for Australian University
Teacher of the Year, was appointed. The University’s commitment to learning
and teaching, as signalled by this appointment, was commended by the 2005
AUQA audit of the University.
One of the roles of the leader is to direct the activities of the University’s
Teaching and Learning Development Group, which in 2005 developed a
working plan, ‘Project Projects’, aligned with the operational priorities plan.
‘Project Projects’ comprises six over-arching projects designed to drive
forward teaching and learning at Charles Darwin University:
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1. Learning technologies

4. Graduate attributes

2. Assessment

5. Quality improvement

3. Learning support

6. Teaching and learning leadership.

As affirmed in the AUQA audit,
the University recognised the need
for the Teaching and Learning
Development Group to have a
greater focus on professional
development for academic staff.

Increased emphasis on
student-centred approaches
to teaching and learning

As part of the University’s overall
approach to staff training, a
professional development framework
has been put in place and the
professional development program
in teaching and learning updated
and extended, including the running
of online workshops and delivery of
training to staff in regional locations.
Academic induction programs were
run in Darwin and Alice Springs,
with benchmarking of this activity
against induction programs in other
Australian universities. A stream in
the Graduate Certificate in Education
with a focus on tertiary teaching
was developed and arrangements
finalised to provide support to
University staff to undertake this
credential, as well as assistance for
staff to gain Certificate IV Training
and Assessment.

In line with the University’s intent
to review the curriculum in terms of
graduate achievement (as affirmed
in the AUQA audit), work was
undertaken on the identification
of a set of attributes expected of
graduates of the University.

In conjunction with the Queensland
University of Technology and the
University of New South Wales,
the University was successful
in an application for a Carrick
Institute Educational Leadership
project ‘Cultivating the roles of
the Associate Dean (Teaching and
Learning Champions) and the Course
Coordinator’. Training was provided
to assist staff making applications
for promotion and professional
development leave on the basis of
teaching and learning activities and
national awards in teaching and
learning, in which University staff
had significant success. The inaugural
Teaching and Learning week was held
at CDU in 2005 and included activities
with Visiting Fellow in Teaching and
Learning, Professor Craig Nelson from
Indiana, USA. The regular production
of a Teaching and Learning newsletter
was also introduced.

(addresses enabling objectives
1 and 8)

Learning support for students
was provided through a range
of activities, including a generic
information literacy program and
the ongoing provision of the
common units program. Detailed
study of the causes of attrition
and ways to facilitate student
completion and student progression
continued throughout the Teaching
and Learning portfolio. Increased
use of the University’s online course
management system (Learnline)
by staff also met identified student
needs in 2005.
A separate audit undertaken at
the University in 2005 looked at
achievement against new disability
standards for education. Areas for
improvement were identified and
the ‘Study Skills’ website upgraded
in response to this audit.
Data on student perceptions of
their experience of teaching and
learning was gathered in line with
the University’s intent to make
greater use of student evaluations
in achieving improvements in the
teaching and learning domain.

Increased emphasis on
flexible, innovative and
resource-based approaches
to teaching and learning
(addresses enabling objectives 2,
3 and 5)
In support of this priority, enhanced
credit transfer arrangements were
implemented and the identification
of educational pathways between
the Vocational Education and
Training and Higher Education
sectors progressed. This action was
in line with the AUQA audit report
affirming work on articulation
and the need to more widely
promulgate the mechanisms and
benefits of these arrangements.
The Casuarina Learning Precinct
was completed, and in addition to
being well received by students,
was commended by the AUQA
audit. A wireless network and
tablet personal computer laboratory
were established, a multimedia
digital editing suite for use in the
production of teaching and learning
resources was upgraded, a new
library system was implemented
and significant additions made to
the library’s holdings of e-books,
documents available in the e-reserve
and access to on-line journals. The
University introduced arrangements
for alternative exit awards. These
were commended in the AUQA
audit report, with a subsequent
invitation to have information on
CDU’s approach to alternative exit
awards considered for inclusion in
the AUQA good practice database.
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Teaching and Learning

Improved effectiveness,
efficiency and quality
assurance of the teaching
and learning enterprise
(addresses enabling objectives 4,
5, 7 and 8)
Development of processes
related to teaching and learning
was undertaken with progress
being made on the delivery of
processes on plagiarism, honorary,
adjunct, visiting, professional and
community appointments, casual
staff employment, stakeholder
engagement, VET enrollment,
VET reporting of participation and
assessment, and VET data integrity.
A search conference was held on
course accreditation processes and
CDU received was commended in
the AUQA audit for its coordinated
attention to academic and resource
considerations within the course
accreditation process.
In 2005, some 26 higher education
programs were re-accredited or
approved for introduction. A major
review of the higher education
unit portfolio was completed with
concurrent development of webbased course and unit information
to assist students with their
program choices. This supported
the development of a Service Level
Agreement between the Teaching
and Learning Development Group
and faculties, the ‘Course and Unit
Quality Improvement Plan’, which
was implemented to enhance
quality of resource materials for
teaching and learning.
The Australian Vocational Education
and Training Research Association
conference showcasing research
and informing VET delivery was
held at CDU. Resource materials
to support the implementation of
the VET Australian Quality Training
Framework (AQTF) standards 8
and 9 (on learning and assessment
strategies) were developed. Significant
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work was undertaken in responding
to the findings of the 2004 AQTF
audit, and the development
and implementation of a quality
improvement plan resulted in the
award of ’Full Registered Training
Organisation’ status for the University.
Audits of qualifications in Health
and in Tourism and Hospitality were
undertaken by the training authorities
with successful outcomes.
The Teaching and Learning
Operational Priorities Plan identified
a number of indicators to assess
achievement. (please refer to table
on next page)

Highlighted Activity
Teaching and Learning Week
The University’s Teaching and
Learning Week was held April 10–13.
The theme for 2005 was ‘Every which
way: showcasing CDU good practice’.
The week included the launch of
the ‘Tools of the trade’ website
and library display, featuring Alice
Springs lecturing staff demonstrating
their teaching tools.

Other activities included a VET
Induction seminar and a one-day
‘Introduction to Tertiary Teaching’
program, presenting teaching staff
with aspects of teaching at CDU,
and national and international
perspectives on good practice.
The main event was the Teaching
and Learning forum attended by
over 50 staff. Justice Sally Thomas,
CDU’s Deputy Chancellor, opened
the forum, a platform for staff
to hear and discuss some of the
‘winning ways’ at CDU.
The Fire Ecology and Management
team, Kate Parr, Helen Rysavy
and Penny Wurm, presented the
development of their web-based fire
management course, which won
a 2005 ASCILITTE Award. They
attributed the success of the course
to several key factors: exciting,
flexible and resource-rich education
technology; education design that
engages with controversy and
demonstrates authentic learning
contexts; and web design that is
visually appealing and easy to
navigate and read.

An initial workshop for the Carrick
Educational Leadership Project was
also held. The project will develop
and implement a comprehensive
curriculum leadership program for
Teaching and Learning Champions
and Course Coordinators.
Teaching and Learning week’s “Tools of the Trade” library display

Progress in 2005 against indicators.
TEACHING AND LEARNING OPERATIONAL PRIORITIES PLAN PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Indicator

Progress

Improved responses on CDU Student Experience of Learning and Teaching (SELT) unit
evaluation and national Course Experience
Questionnaire (CEQ) on the ‘Good Teaching’,
‘Generic Skills’ and ‘Overall Satisfaction’ scales

Aggregated response scores on a Likert Scale (7 = highest; 1 = lowest) for the University
from all students undertaking SELT evaluation of units to the question “this unit was
taught well” were:
Semester 2 2004 5.6 (higher education) 5.9 (VET)
Semester 2 2005 5.7 (higher education) 6.1 (VET)
The Good Universities Guide 2006 edition gave a high ranking for CDU against other
Australian universities in key areas of study, including accounting, business and
management, law and sciences, the humanities and social sciences and creative arts.

Compliance with Australian Quality Training
Framework standards 7, 8 and 9

CDU’s status as a registered training organisation was extended until December 2010.
This recognised CDU’s compliance with the 12 standards for registered training
organisations, including standards 7 (staff qualifications), 8 (assessment), and 9 (learning
and assessment strategies), following CDU’s response to an external AQTF audit.

Number and satisfaction of staff engaged in
professional development in
teaching and learning

A total of 230 attendees at 23 workshops/other centrally organised professional development activities related to teaching and learning, with evaluations by attendees on a scale
of 1 (highest) and 5 (lowest) ranging from 1.5 to 2.1

Success of staff in achieving awards and other
forms of recognition relating to teaching and
learning expertise

Some awards and recognition relating to teaching and learning expertise included:
• Prime Minister’s National Award of University Teacher of the Year to the Yolngu
Studies team led by four CDU lecturers, Waymamba Gaykamangu, Michael Christie,
John Greatorex and Betty Marrnganyin and a group of senior Yolngu advisers from five
major communities who guide the program. This is the only program in the world where
Aboriginal teachers teach their own languages and culture at vocational, undergraduate,
and postgraduate levels under the supervision of their own community elders.
• National ASCILITE Award for Educational Design and Technology in Tertiary
Education to CDU Teaching & Learning Development Group staff, Dr Lesley Instone and
web designer Helen Rysavy, and CRC education project leaders Dr Kate Parr (Bushfire
CRC & CSIRO) and Dr Penny Wurm (TS CRC) for exemplary use of electronic technologies
in teaching and learning in higher education by producing a state-of-the-art online
teaching resource on fire ecology and management for use as part of several
undergraduate programs.
• Business–Higher Education Round Table Awards for Outstanding Achievement in
Collaboration in Research and Development and Education and Training
a collaborative effort by Charles Darwin University with the Northern Territory Department of Health and Community Services Nightcliff Renal Unit, the Cooperative Research
Centre for Aboriginal Health and the Menzies School of Health Research, for ‘Sharing the
true stories’ project investigating problems in communication and education in Northern
Territory renal and hospital services.
• National AUSTAFE Leadership Award to Mr Bob Nixon, director VET, Quality and
Planning for significant achievement and lengthy service in Vocational Education
and Training.

Improved progression and reduced
attrition rates

Baseline figure (from 2004) on adjusted inverse of attrition rate for the whole of CDU is
79.16 (sector average 80.92), while baseline figure (from 2004) on adjusted progress rate
for the whole of CDU is 79.9 (sector average 86.3).

Number of units and courses offered in
different delivery modes

Units with a Learnline (online) presence increased from 541 in 2004 to 602 in 2005, with
the number of units offered completely online increasing from 2 in 2004 to 22 in 2005.

Number of students studying in flexible modes

On a course basis, total load of higher education students studying courses in modes
other than internal delivery increased to 50 percent while load at a unit level load
delivered externally increased to 39 percent.

Rationalising portfolio at course and unit level

A major review of higher education offerings at the unit level was undertaken with a
number of low subscription units being discontinued, allowing staff to spend more time
on core educational activities.

VET program outcomes

Over 2,078,000 hours of government-funded training was delivered across the whole
of the Northern Territory. Additionally over 400,000 hours of training from other funded
sources was delivered.
During 2005, considerable time and effort was put into improving relationships with
external stakeholders, especially industry. A stakeholder satisfaction survey was
developed to determine the extent of the improved relationships.
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Research
Aspirations underlying the
formation of Charles Darwin
University in late 2003,
particularly in relation to building
the resident capacity necessary
to support regional policies and
programs, can only be met if
the University has a strong and
focused research ethos. In the
period following establishment,
significant effort was devoted
toward identifying and organising
research activities to facilitate the
University meeting its research
aspirations and maximise benefits
to the region and the wider
academic community.

The four research priority areas at the University are:
• Natural and cultural resource management, supported in particular by the
National Centre for Tropical Wetlands Research, the CRC for Tropical
Savannas Management, the CRC for Tropical Plant Protection, the CRC for
Sustainable Tourism, and the Desert Knowledge CRC;
• Human health and well-being, supported in particular by the CRC for
Aboriginal Health, the Centre for Remote Health, and the Australian
Housing and Urban Research Institute;
• Teaching, learning and living, supported in particular by the Desert
Knowledge CRC; and
• Community, development, and identity, supported in particular by the CRC
for Sustainable Tourism and the Desert Knowledge CRC.

The University strongly encourages these areas of research. For example,
in 2005 less than one percent of the funds distributed by the institution for
research activities were provided to non-priority fields of research.
The 2005 AUQA Audit commended the University’s approach to identifying
its research priority areas, and the subsequent targeted recruitment of senior
staff to these areas to provide strong research leadership.

Research Growth
The University is purposely more research intensive than its predecessor
organisations, with research focused specifically on regional needs. The
placing of the Menzies School of Health Research as a School in the Institute of
Advanced Studies has itself produced an increase in research income, although,
as can be seen in the figure below, there has been a more general increase.
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Research publications have also grown, as shown below:

[Designer INSERT chart 05.eps]

Charles Darwin Symposium Series
The Charles Darwin Symposium Series is closely related to the University’s
research activities. Charles Darwin Symposium discussions typically
create a stimulating and cutting-edge debate, enabling people of differing
perspectives, disciplines, professions, vocations and contexts to signpost
policy and research issues relevant to challenges in the region.

Imagining Childhood marketing image

Two symposia occurred in 2005:
• 20:20 Vision: Facing health challenges of the next 20 years
Focusing on future challenges in Indigenous and tropical health, the
Symposium in Darwin was chaired by prominent ABC health reporter and
triple Walkley Award winning journalist Dr Norman Swan. The Symposium
also celebrated the Menzies School of Health Research’s 20th anniversary.
• Imagining Childhood: Children, Culture and Community
This Alice Springs-based Symposium focused on education, health and
welfare issues, and the diverse experiences of childhood across social
and cultural contexts.
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Research

Highlighted Activities
A selection of research activities
undertaken in 2005 are outlined below.

‘Sharing the True Stories’ Project
An award for outstanding
achievement in collaboration
in research and development,
and education and training was
presented to Associate Professor
Michael Christie at the Business–
Higher Education Round Table in
Sydney in November 2005.
‘Sharing the True Stories’ was
a project which investigated
problems in communication and
education in Northern Territory
renal and hospital services. The
work was a collaborative effort by
the University with the Northern
Territory Department of Health and
Community Services Nightcliff Renal
Unit, the Co-operative Research
Centre for Aboriginal Health and the
Menzies School of Health Research.
Other stakeholders included the
Aboriginal Interpreter Service and
Batchelor Institute of Indigenous
Tertiary Education.
Speaking on the project, Professor
Christie said:

‘High morbidity and mortality among
Aboriginal people in north and central
Australia give urgency to the need to
improve inter-cultural communication
and education in health services delivery.’
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Australian Indigenous client
groups, interpreters, health staff
and research consultants worked
together to identify and address
problems in communication and
education in Northern Territory
renal and hospital services.
Originally the research aimed
to develop a collaborative
understanding of the nature and
extent of miscommunication
between Indigenous and nonIndigenous patients and health
professionals in the field of
renal medicine. The research
addressed the barriers to
improving communication at
both system and service levels
through increased Indigenous
participation in management and
in structuring specific encounters.
It is hoped that the research will
help develop stronger working
relationships between Indigenous
patients, interpreters and health-care
providers, and result in more effective
communication and more culturally
appropriate delivery of services.

The team produced a series of DVDs
through collaboration between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous
researchers, patients, and health
professionals. These included:
•

Cycad Story, in which one of the
Indigenous researchers explains
in her language the ways in
which dialysis works through the
metaphor of the preparation of
sacred cycad loaves after leeching
the poison from the fresh nuts;

•

Cycad Story, in English, a
DVD for non-Indigenous health
professionals explaining the
cycad metaphor and Indigenous
perspectives on health, sickness
and treatment;

•

The Dialysis Movie, developed,
directed and acted by
Indigenous renal patients, their
families, and health workers in
their own languages, explaining
the dialysis machine and how to
self-dialyse; and,

•

A Death in the Family, a DVD
for non-Indigenous doctors,
explaining Indigenous
understandings about illness and
death, and implications of this
on the ways in which medical
professionals interact with
Indigenous clients.

The project also achieved
preparation of a DVD for
Indigenous communities in
Aboriginal languages which
reported the findings of the
research back to communities.

Banteng thrive
on Cobourg Peninsula
Banteng, a species of cattle native to
Indonesia and listed internationally
by the World Conservation Union
(IUCN) as endangered is thriving
on the Cobourg Peninsula in the
Northern Territory. The banteng
now number nearly 10,000 – the
largest herd in the world, according
to a University study. The study was
commissioned by the traditional
owners of Cobourg through the
Cobourg Peninsula Sanctuary
and Marine Park Board (made
up of Aboriginal and government
members) in collaboration with
University staff at the Key Centre for
Tropical Wildlife Management. The
study included research into socioeconomic issues, herd structure and
dynamics, and environmental and
ecological issues.
Tissue samples collected from a
large cross-section of the herd and
analysed by Japanese scientists
at the University of Hiroshima
confirmed that the Cobourg banteng
are pure strain Bos javanicus.

largest herd of wild banteng in the world
and the traditional owners have some big
and important decisions to make about
their future.
Any decisions made will be in collaboration
with all interested parties ensuring that
the banteng survives and traditional
owners maintain their management of the
herd. We may consider repatriating some
banteng back to their native habitat in
Indonesia if it is agreed to.
The banteng is a cattle species native
to many islands in the Indonesian
archipelago and was introduced to
Cobourg Peninsula as food for the British
outpost of Victoria Settlement in Port
Essington. When the outpost failed in
1849, the banteng, along with pigs,
buffalo and other species, were released
into the wild.
The Aboriginal people of Cobourg
Peninsula, site of Garig Gunak Barlu
National Park, have known for some time
that their wild banteng (Bos javanicus)
were important. But just how important,
has only recently been brought to light.
Of the ”pure strain” there are probably less
than 5000 in their entire native range
and not one herd exceeds 500 animals.’

Speaking to the media, John
Christophersen, chairman of the
Cobourg Peninsula Sanctuary and
Marine Park Board said:

‘This news has major implications for
the management of the Cobourg herd,
and perhaps other large endangered
animals throughout the world. The
results have shown that this stock is the
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In a media release, Associate
Professor Parry said:

Associate Professor David Parry

‘We will use the SIRMS to determine
the impacts of sewage and aquaculture
effluent in marine environments. We will
also be able to analyse the composition of
smoke caused by bushfires in the Top End
and identify the source of fuels that cause
severe air pollution.

Environmental
Research Infrastructure Boost
An Australian Research Council
grant in 2005 was used to purchase
a Stable Isotope Ratio Mass
Spectrometer (SIRMS) to measure
the isotopes of carbon, nitrogen and
sulphur on land, at sea and in the
atmosphere. The grant was awarded
to Associate Professor David Parry
and Dr Niels Munksgaard of the
School of Science and Primary
Industries, in partnership with the
Australian National University (ANU),
the Australian Institute of Marine
Science (AIMS) and the Northern
Territory Department of Business,
Industry and Resource Development.
The SIRMS is housed in the new
Arafura Timor Research Facility
building adjacent to the University’s
Casuarina Campus. Additional
funding has been awarded by the
Northern Territory Research and
Innovation Board and Fund.
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Areas such as mangrove
environments, the Timor Sea
and Arafura Sea, and the Great
Barrier Reef have been identified
as potentially benefiting from use
of the infrastructure. Research
programs include tracing sewage
and aquaculture effluents, studies
of bushfire smoke, and the
relationship between human and
landscape health.

The SIRMS facility will provide a
focus for research collaboration and
training in northern Australia. It will
enhance strong collaboration between
organisations committed to increasing
the understanding of unique northern
environments, and will include the
Arafura Timor Research Facility, a major
national research facility.
It will contribute to studies of
conservation biology, natural resource
management, environmental and marine
science and resource development in the
tropical north and it will help develop
knowledge bases, innovative approaches
to environmental management and
sustainable development, and high levels
of research and research training for
regional development.
The research infrastructure will also
provide a focus for research scientists
from the partner organisations – CDU,
AIMS, ANU and the Northern Territory
Government, and a range of other
agencies. This will further enhance the
building of resident research capacity in
the Territory.’

National Award to Weed Fighters
In 2005, the Invasive Species
Council Australia (ISC) awarded its
highest honour, the annual Froggatt
Award, to Dr Samantha Setterfield
and Dr Michael Douglas. The pair
won the prize for their research on
the severe impacts of tropical grassy
weeds in northern Australia, and
their advocacy for a strong response
from government.
The work of Drs Douglas and
Setterfield showing the impacts of
gamba grass and other invasive
grasses is encouraging action from
governments on the issue. Gamba
grass is probably the single greatest
threat to tropical savannas, a vitally
important Australian ecosystem.
The biology of this invasive grass
is such that it builds up fuel to a
level which encourages much hotter
fires, often leading to destruction of
native trees.
Drs Douglas and Setterfield, supported
by ISC, say that gamba grass must
be declared noxious across northern
Australia, and be prohibited from sale
everywhere in Australia in order to
gain control of its spread.
Drs Douglas and Setterfield told
the media:

‘This award is really recognition that
the uncontrolled spread of gamba grass
is a disaster for this country, which came
about because the agencies responsible for
its introduction failed to consider its full
range of impacts. The award also recognises
the excellent work of our students and
collaborators over the past decade.’

Unlocking the secrets of a
pathogen that causes disease
in pawpaw and strawberries
Bioscience North Australia (BNA) at
Charles Darwin University
Bioscience North Australia (BNA)
research at Charles Darwin
University has resulted in the
sequencing of a plant pathogen
associated with dieback and lethal
yellows diseases in tropical and
sub-tropical Australia.
The sequencing project is part of
Charles Darwin University (CDU)
student Lucy Tran-Nguyen’s
PhD. Supervised by Associate
Professor Gibb, collaborators
in this research include Dr
Schneider from the Federal
Biological Research Institute for
Agriculture and Forestry, Institute
for Plant Protection in Fruit Crops,
Dossenheim, Germany; Dr Streten
(CDU) and Drs Kube and Reinhardt
from the Max Planck Institute for
Molecular Genetics, Berlin-Dahlem,
Germany. The work was supported
by Queensland Department of
Primary Industries and Fisheries
and is funded by the Cooperative
Research Centre for Tropical
Plant Protection based at CDU
in the molecular biology facility
Bioscience North Australia (BNA).

cultured, making it difficult to
purify sufficient DNA to sequence.
Ms Tran-Nguyen used novel
cloning strategies to overcome this
difficulty. It is not known how these
pathogens interact with their plant
and insect hosts, or how they cause
disease. By sequencing the genome
of this pathogen and comparing the
sequence with other intracellular
plant pathogenic bacteria and
phytoplasmas, researchers will
identify the genes associated
with metabolism and advance
understanding of pathogenesis.
This in turn will allow development
of more accurate diagnostic tests
and a wider range of genes and
proteins to target.
The circular genome has over
881,000 base pairs and is extremely
interesting because it has a minimal
set of genes required for life. It is so
dependent on the plant that it has
lost most of the genes required for
normal biochemical function.

This is a first for Australia and the
third phytoplasma in the world
to be sequenced. Phytoplasmas
are recognised as important plant
pathogens but they cannot be

In October 2005, the new Bioscience
North Australia (BNA) Molecular
Biology facility was launched by the
Minister for Business and Economic
Development, Paul Henderson.
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Community and Access
The University has the major
responsibility for post-school
education and training
in the Northern Territory
(geographically, around onesixth of the continent). The
community serviced by the
University includes urban
residents in places such as
Darwin and extends to some
of the most socially and
economically disadvantaged
Australians living in some
of Australia’s most remote
locations. To service this
disparate community effectively,
an explicit focus on a range of
equity, access and pathways
issues is required.
The Community and Access
portfolio contributes to the
achievement of the University’s
strategic directions by
addressing the range of equity,
pathways and access issues
associated with servicing a
diverse demography living in an
equally diverse geography. The
University Strategic Directions
defines the primary objective
for Community and Access as
being ‘to manage and expand
interaction with the various
communities and groups so as
to maximise the value of the
institution to the region’.
Portfolio responsibilities cover
a spectrum, from high-level
strategic advice to operational
issues, with the latter principally
in four operational areas:
Indigenous Support, Articulated
Pathways, Remote Coordination
and Community Engagement.
Each School has incorporated
Community and Access areas
into their operational plans.
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AUQA Outcomes

The objectives of the day were to:

The AUQA Audit provided three
commendations of Community and
Access activity:

•

Deliver a short program to
introduce university as a
next step after high school,
including higher education,
vocational education and trade
opportunities;

•

provide information about a range
of course options and the Year 11
and 12 subjects needed to get into
specific discipline areas;

•

explain different pathways into
specific programs;

secondary-school liaison programs.

•

AUQA also invited the University to
develop good practice guidelines to
assist the sector in these areas.

highlight academic and other
support available at the University;

•

link Indigenous Year 10
students with Indigenous
Academic Support lecturers
who will assist them in their
transition through to Year 12;

•

take part in a project that will
provide a smooth transition to
the enrolment into their selected
career program, in either
Higher Education or Vocational
Education and Training.

•

•

•

Its vital role in Indigenous
development and its
commitment to valuing
Indigenous people;
establishment of the Indigenous
Support Unit, the Indigenous
cadetships, and the crosscultural awareness training
program; and,

Expansion of the ‘Indigenous
Taste of Uni’ program
The ‘Indigenous Taste of Uni’
program identifies local Indigenous
students interested in undertaking
tertiary education, and invites
them to participate in a workshop
providing guidance on how to start
university life. Commencing in 2004,
with the initial aim of targeting Year
12 students, success of the program
has led, in 2005, to expansion and
support of students in Years 10, 11
and 12. One hundred and twenty
Indigenous Year 10 students from
nine schools in Darwin visited the
Casuarina Campus and 40 students
from around Alice Springs visited
that campus, for an ‘Indigenous
Taste of Uni’.

Students were given hands-on
activities and information in a
range of discipline areas including
law, business, accounting,
engineering, Indigenous studies and
resource management, education,
conservation, trades, information
technology, nursing, sports science,
fine arts and music.

Indigenous
Academic Support Unit
Academic support consists of fulltime support lecturers under the
direct leadership of a coordinator.
This arrangement allows support
staff to be deployed to the areas of
identified need and priority from a
more strategic view of Indigenous
engagement. Each Indigenous
higher education student has been
assigned to a specific Indigenous
academic support lecturer to
ensure a high level of academic
support. Each lecturer is also given
a specific set of secondary schools
from which potential students are
identified and supported to gain
entry to Charles Darwin University.
The Indigenous Academic Support
Unit also coordinates ‘Away from
Base’ and the ‘Indigenous Tutorial
Assistance Scheme’ Commonwealth
programs for the University.

Community Engagement
Major work has been completed to
develop a definition of community
engagement and a method to
identify and measure the extent and
impact of community engagement
at the University. The Pro ViceChancellor Community and Access
was elected to the Executive Board
of the Australian Universities
Community Engagement Alliance.

Relationship with Batchelor
Institute of Indigenous
Tertiary Education
Indigenous tertiary education in the
Northern Territory took a giant step
forward in 2005 with the signing
of a historic agreement between
the Territory’s two major tertiary
education institutions.
The University and Batchelor
Institute of Indigenous Tertiary
Education (BIITE) signed a
Memorandum of Understanding for
Collaboration that aims to enrich
Indigenous tertiary education in
the Territory. The Memorandum
provides a framework for objectives
in four main objective areas:
•

Collaboration between Charles
Darwin University and Batchelor
Institute of Indigenous Tertiary
Education.

•

Service delivery designed
to achieve optimal tertiary
education outcomes for
Indigenous people.

•

Development, modelling and
sharing of best practice in
teaching and learning across
higher education and vocational
education and training.

•

Research on Indigenous matters.

The development of the
Memorandum and associated
collaborative projects has been made
possible by a $3 million grant from
the Commonwealth Government.

Charles Darwin University Vice-Chancellor Helen Garnett, and Director of Batchelor Institute of
Indigenous Tertiary Education John Ingram with Sen Nigel Scullion and Hon Syd Stirling MLA at
the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding for Collaboration.
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Regional Delivery
Charles Darwin University
maintains a permanent staff
presence at nine different
locations in the Northern
Territory in regional campuses
and centres. Staff ensure that
the needs of the community
are made known through the
Director, Remote Coordination, so
that the University can make an
appropriately tailored response.

Highlighted Activities
Third Mobile Adult
Learning Unit Launched
A third Mobile Adult Learning Unit
(MALU) unveiled in early 2005
will ensure more remote students
than ever before have access to
trades-based education. The $320
000 MALU designed and built in
the Northern Territory for local
environment and conditions began
delivering courses from the start of
term two.

“The MALU units are independent
learning spaces,” Project Coordinator
David Reilly said. “Delivery can be done
anywhere that is required in the Territory”.
Launch of the third Mobile Adult Learning Unit
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‘MALU 3’ is 13.7 metres in length,
2.5 metres wide, has an internal
height of 2.9 metres, and is equal
to the largest double axle trailer
manufactured in Australia. It has a
stage platform that lowers as a floor
using hydraulics to create enclosed
spaces for multi-purpose use
including six welding booths. The
gooseneck section has refrigerated
air-conditioning with an Interactive
Distant Learning (IDL) Unit recessed
into the roof, with the underneath
section having ample room for six
laptop workstations. The IDL unit
will allow access to after hours
teaching from the School of the
Air Studio in Alice Springs. The
units are very popular with the
communities, which often make
requests for their return.

Charles Darwin University staff
using MALU 3 will deliver about
30 000 teaching hours per year.
The MALU units each travel to
four remote locations per year
for 10-week blocks as part of the
University’s commitment to taking
education and training to the
community. MALU 1 was introduced
in 1986 and has so far delivered
about 15,000 hours of welding
training. MALU 2 began operating
in 1998 and has delivered 40,000
hours in Local Government, Literacy
and Numeracy and IT training.
Since the inception of the program,
about 3,500 students have made use
of a MALU.

Vice-Chancellor Professor Helen Garnett presenting the $60,000 cadetship to Ms Martin

Lorraine Martin
Awarded $60,000 Cadetship
Lorraine Martin, a single supporting
mother of three, is the inaugural
recipient of a Charles Darwin
University $60,000 four-year
higher education cadetship for
Indigenous students. The ViceChancellor’s Indigenous University
Career Cadetships, which build on
a federally funded program, are
believed to be the ﬁrst of their kind
for an Australian university. The ViceChancellor Professor Helen Garnett
presented the cadetship to Ms Martin.

“This cadetship underpins Charles Darwin
University’s commitment to improving
Indigenous Australians’ access to higher
education and employment in university
management,” Professor Garnett said.

Born in Darwin, Ms Martin has
‘articulated’ to Higher Education
through Vocational Education and
Training. She will study for a Bachelor
of Governance (Public Sector
Management), having completed a
Certiﬁcate IV Project Ofﬁcer’s course
at Charles Darwin University’s School
of Australian Indigenous Knowledge
Systems (SAIKS).

The cadetships are open to all
high-achieving Indigenous Year 12
students in the Northern Territory
and include paid University
employment during major semester
breaks. Ms Martin will also engage
in University life by attending a
range of student and Universityorganised functions.

Under the terms of the cadetship,
Ms Martin will receive ongoing
academic mentoring and coaching,
with Professor Garnett taking a
personal interest in her progress,
meeting her regularly to track and
guide her development.
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Business Development
The Business Development

External Relations

portfolio includes three

External Relations facilitated interactions between University staff and business
and government through a variety of events and meetings. These included:

business units:

•

Chamber of Commerce NT Business at Sunset reception to announce the
Australian Institute of Management collaboration.

•

Organisation of a series of lunches at Karawa to stimulate interaction
between the schools and industry.

•

Support for the Charles Darwin Symposia and various events and activities
held by the Vice-Chancellor’s office and other areas of the University.

• External Relations, with
responsibility for fundraising,
support for the Charles
Darwin University Foundation,
alumni, corporate relations
and protocol support for
University events;
• International Office, with

•

John Lugg Memorial Scholarship

responsibility for international

•

Tony Muscat Memorial Scholarship

student recruitment and

•

MacDonnell Range Holiday Park Scholarship

support; and,

•

Lasseters Hospitality Scholarship

•

Walbridge & Gilbert Engineering Scholarship

• Business Development,

•

Sinclair Knight Merz Engineering Scholarships

which manages applications

•

TIO Business Scholarships, TIO Location Scholarships

for tenders, consulting

•

BiZnorth Location Scholarship

and contract research

•

Northern Territory Agricultural Association Scholarship

•

Palmerston Regional Business Association Scholarship

opportunities, short courses
and intellectual property
commercialisation.

Alumni membership has increased during the year from 4742 to 6794. A new
alumni state chapter was started in Victoria. An Alumni ‘Classmates’ webpage
was launched. The first Alumni Annual Appeal was held and raised over
$2000. Alumni functions held during 2005 included:

These central business

•

Drinks with Symposium speakers in Darwin and Alice Springs;

development units work

•

Alumni Christmas function in Alice Springs; and,

closely with the faculties

•

Reunion for VET Library Courses Alumni.

and schools to develop and

International Student Recruitment

manage business opportunities

The total number of enrolled international students (commencing and continuing)
for first semester 2005 was 234. The number for second semester 2005 was 270,
reflecting a 10 percent increase in commencing international students in 2005.

throughout the University.
Initiatives throughout the
portfolio focus on enhancing the
quantity and quality of business
development through improving
internal processes, promotion of
the University’s capabilities and
formation of strategic alliances
and partnerships in the pursuit
of opportunities.
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Donations received through the Charles Darwin University Foundation
totalled $559,214. The Foundation held its annual general meeting at
Palmerston Campus in May 2005 which was followed by a scholarships
presentation at which donors and recipients were recognised. New donor
scholarships were initiated, including:

The University has established a market presence in India as a result of sustained
marketing and recruitment activities throughout 2005 and this is reflected in
an increase in Indian enrolments of more than 20 percent. This market will
continue to grow in 2006. Other key international University student markets,
the Philippines, Indonesia and China, experienced slight growth and the
International Office has renewed marketing and recruitment efforts in these
countries to develop the University’s profile and our market share.
The International Office hosted visits from IDP Education Australia and
education counsellors from Indonesia, Thailand and India. The Office is active
in The Real Australian Universities, a consortium of regional universities, in
developing promotional strategies to encourage international students to

choose regional destinations in
Australia. The International Office
has conducted successful joint
marketing activities with Northern
Territory Government officers in
India and China to promote the
migration bonus points awarded by
the Northern Territory Government
to eligible international University
graduates. This cooperation will
continue in 2006.
In September 2005, a new Director,
International Office was appointed.
In late 2005, improvements to the
Office’s systems and processes
for international applications
commenced. These changes
will streamline activities in the
International Office, deliver
improved capacity to track
students’ applications and agents’
performance, and provide more
detailed statistics.
A new focus for the University
has been to work towards the
development of partnerships with
overseas universities for delivery of
the University’s programs in China,
Singapore and elsewhere. The
groundwork was completed for a
number of such collaborations. Some
of these are expected to lead students
at the University to research, teaching
and other collaborations.

Business Development
The Business Development unit was
established in January 2005 with the
appointment of a manager and two
business development officers, one
based at the Casuarina Campus and
one in Alice Springs. The unit works
closely with business development
staff in the faculties and the
Institute of Advanced Studies,
acting as a resource to support
business development activities and
initiatives across the University. The
Business Development unit has
provided internal services, including

assistance and coordination of
tendering, assessment of proposals
and business plans, and reviews of
budgets and risk-assessment analyses.
During 2005 a database to record,
manage and monitor business
development projects was introduced.
The database uses Microsoft
Sharepoint software with data
accessible through a web interface.
This is now in use by Business
Development Leaders and other key
administrative staff, enabling the
tracking of Business Development
activity across the University.
The Business Development Unit
produced the Business Development
Handbook, which includes
policies, processes, templates and
pro-forma contracts relating to
business development. Key staff
were provided with a copy of
the Handbook and a number of
information sessions were held.
Business Development
achievements for 2005 included
the following:
• The Business Development
Unit worked closely with the
Northern Territory Government
Partnership Secretariat
throughout the year and
developed and implemented
a process to manage projects
initiated under the Partnership
Agreement.
• A tender was won to deliver
capability development and
training services to Power
and Water for six years. The
University won the bid as the
leader of a consortium which
included Connell Wagner PPI
and Group Training NT.
• A partnership was established
with the Australian Institute
of Management (AIM) and
agreements signed which
provide licences for the
University to deliver a large
range of AIM short-course
programs in the Northern
Territory, and a range of AIM

•

graduate programs which
form the Graduate Certificate
in Business (Management
Principles) and the Graduate
Diploma in Business
(Management Innovation).
An agreement was signed
with the Australian Institute
for Languages to form a joint
venture to provide ELICOS
(English Language Intensive
Courses for Overseas Students)
through the newly named ACL
Darwin English Centre. This
partnership will provide the
University with the benefits of
a large and experienced partner
for promoting and delivering
ELICOS programs.

Charles Darwin University
to operate the ACL Darwin
English Centre
In October 2005, the Australian
Centre for Languages (ACL) Group
announced the formation of a joint
venture between ACL and Charles
Darwin University to operate the
ACL Darwin English Centre, to open
January 2006.
The Centre will provide high-quality
English courses, specialising in
English for academic purposes,
as well as related programs and
services. The Centre is designed for
international students interested in
preparing, on campus, for further
studies at Charles Darwin University
and experiencing the unique lifestyle
of Australia’s Northern Territory.
In a media release, Helen
Zimmerman, ACL Group Managing
Director, said:

“I am delighted that we will be working
in close cooperation with the Northern
Territory’s premier tertiary institution to
offer a new pathway for international
students in Australia.”
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Faculty Highlights
Faculty of Law, Business and Arts
The Faculty of Law, Business

Faculty Outcomes for 2005

and Arts comprises the School

Teaching and Learning

of Australian Indigenous

The Faculty has a unique blend of course offerings, and staff has a broad
range of expertise to produce high quality, practical outcomes.

Knowledge Systems, the School
of Creative Arts and Humanities,
the School of Law and Business,
and the School of Tourism and
Hospitality. The Faculty has a
wide range of Higher Education
and Vocational Education and
Training programs in Indigenous
studies, art and design, graphic
design, fashion, business, tourism
and hospitality, humanities and

The Faculty increased its Higher Education student load by approximately
5 percent in 2005, with Law being an area of particularly high demand. A
Modern Greek language program, run in collaboration with Flinders University,
was introduced with strong support from the local Greek community and is
expected to grow in coming years. Tourism and Hospitality offerings in Higher
Education are also expected to continue growing.
The Faculty also increased Vocational Education and Training delivery by
nearly 10 percent. A particular contributor was the School of Creative Arts and
Humanities Contemporary Music Program, which expanded courses delivered
in remote communities and concerts and teaching in Darwin and Alice Springs.
Outcomes of particular note include the following:
•

Relevant to the faculty, the University was only one of two Australian
universities to get top marks in all categories in the Good Universities Guide
for its Accounting Undergraduate course, and every accounting graduate
seeking work gained employment in their chosen field within three
months of graduation. In Humanities and Social Sciences, the University
rated equal top in Australia in the Teaching Quality and Generic Skills
offered and the Overall Satisfaction of graduates.

•

The University was approached by the Department of Employment
and Workplace Relations to deliver training to community development
and employment project coordinators and supervisors throughout the
Territory. A successful pilot program was conducted at the Katherine
Campus and plans are now underway to deliver the remainder of the
program to 52 localities throughout the Territory.

•

At a coursework level, the Australian Institute of Management courses
and curriculum were incorporated into the MBA.

social sciences, law and music.
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Jaz Andre’s award winning ‘punk graffiti’
Picture: Peter Bennett

L- R Prof Lyn Hunt, Yingiya Guyula, John Greatorex, Prof Helen Garnett,
Vice-Chancellor, Maratja, Prof MaryAnn Bin-Sallik, Dr Michael Christie,
Waymamba Gaykamangu, Raymattja Marika, Daphne Banyawarra

Faculty staff and student
achievement in 2005 included
the following:
•

•

In the Northern Territory
Fashion Awards, Fashion
Studies student Jaz Andre won
the Chief Minister’s Award
for her ‘punk graffiti’ design
made from recycled bicycle
tubes and valve stems. Nick
Louloudias won the ‘Menswear
Award’ Suvi Joutselainen won
the ‘Collectables Award’ Megan
Woithe won the ‘Bridal Award’
and Ally De Groote won the
‘Student Award’.
The University took the gold
and bronze medals for food
and beverage service in the NT
World Skills competition for
Food & Beverage service.

•

Libraries studies graduate Trish
Olsson was named ‘DEET NT
2005 Vocational Student of the
Year’ and ‘Vocational Student
of the Year National Runner-Up’
at the Australian Training
Awards in Perth.

• John Greatorex, Waymamaba
Gaykamangu, Michael Christie
and Betty Marrnganyin took out
the Prime Minister’s Award in the
Australian Awards for University
Teaching in Canberra for their
Yolngu Studies program.

Vocational Student of the Year
National Runner-Up, Trish Olsson

• The School of Australian
Indigenous Knowledge Systems
saw the graduation of 32
community rangers in Certificates I
and II Resource Management. The
School also ran successful intensive
units in resource management.
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Faculty Highlights

Research
The Faculty’s research performance
is growing, with activities adding to
the social, economic and cultural
life of the Northern Territory. The
majority of the Faculty’s research
activities are conducted within the
University research priority areas
of human health and wellbeing,
and community, development and
identity. The Faculty continues to
be a major recipient of grants and a
major contributor to the Sustainable
Tourism, Tropical Savannas and
Desert Knowledge Cooperative
Research Centres.
Outcomes of particular note
include the growth of research
activities in the School of Tourism
and Hospitality, which now has
eight full-time members supported
by fellowships, sponsorships and
projects. It is the largest university
tourism research group in the
country at present, and is strongly
supported by the Northern Territory
Tourist Commission.
Also of note are activities in the
School of Australian Indigenous
Knowledge Systems, staff of which
were involved in research in a wide
range of areas including:
The First Language Program
with the Larrakia Nation;
• Indigenous participation and
recognition of cultural values
and customary law in Water
Resource Management;
• Inter Networked Communities
exploring the role of IT in
remote communities;
• Indigenous Knowledge and
Resource Management in
Northern Australia; and,
• Tropical River Management
and Ecology.
The Faculty was actively involved
in a number of conferences and
workshops in 2005:
•
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•

•

•

The 15th Annual Council for
Australian University Tourism and
Hospitality Education Conference
in Alice Springs was hosted
through the School of Tourism
and Hospitality. This was the first
time this leading international
tourism and hospitality research
conference has been hosted in
the Northern Territory.
Professor Carment organised the
ANU /CDU /Museum and Art
Gallery of the Northern Territory
History Colloquium in 2005.
Dr Shoesmith and Dr Curtis,
in conjunction with the
Northern Territory Government
helped design and coordinate
workshop consultations on
Indonesian–Northern Territory
relations for the ‘Close
Neighbours Conference’ during
the 2005 Darwin Festival. Dr
Curtis was also engaged with
the Indonesian panels during
Writers’ Week. Dr Shoesmith
was invited by the TimorLeste Government’s Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and Cooperation
to be an adviser and trainer
from September 2005.

Community and Access
The Faculty has strong links with
a wide variety of professional,
community and industry organisations.
Many of these links are with remote
communities. For example, the School
of Tourism and Hospitality delivered
a successful Indigenous education
program at Jabiru in partnership
with the Crocodile Hotel and played
an important role in training for the
Garma Festival. The School of Creative
Arts and Humanities was also strongly
involved in the Garma Festival, where
music, art and design and Northern
Editions staff ran highly successful
programs. A printmaking workshop
at Garma attracted 54 students.
Several Faculty staff also participated
in meetings regarding the National
Recording Project at the Garma
Festival. These are both very important
activities with international exposure
and significance.

The School of Law and Business
VET practice firm ‘Crocodylus
World’ won the Prime Minister’s
Award for Excellence in Community
Business Partnerships, reflecting
the long term and highly successful
partnership with Darwin’s
Crocodylus Park tourist attraction.
The successful ‘Anthropology Friday
Afternoon Seminar’ series continued
to attract visiting interstate and
local speakers to the University
and generated a good level of
community interest.
During 2005 art and design staff,
as practising artists, regularly
participated in exhibitions and
public events in Darwin and in Alice
Springs including collaborations
with 24 HR ART, the Museum and
Art Gallery of the Northern Territory
and Northern Editions . They also
hosted ‘Crossing Cultures’, a joint
conference run in collaboration with
the Australian National University.
Music staff of the School of
Creative Arts and Humanities were
active in a range of performances
in 2005 locally, nationally and
internationally, with flute lecturer
Janusz Kwasny presenting concerts
in Canada and Poland.
The School also maintained its
relationship with the Darwin
Symphony Orchestra (DSO) linking
the community and the University
in a unique way, contributing to
a vibrant musical culture in the
Territory. Associate Professor Jarvis
continued his role as the orchestra’s
Artistic Director and Conductor,
producing events including major
outdoor performances.
The Centre for Youth Music
continued its very successful
programs, including training classes,
concerts and community events.
The Darwin International Guitar
Festival was held in July 2005. This
major international event included
performance, teaching classes, and
community engagement.

Highlighted Activity
Darwin International Guitar Festival
A spectacular fireworks display at
the Gardens Amphitheatre to the
tune of Rimsky-Korsakov’s dramatic
Capriccio Espagnol brought down
the curtain on the sixth Shell
Darwin International Guitar Festival.
Around 1,800 concert-goers, armed
with eskies, rugs and chairs,
lapped up the atmosphere under
the stars as the Darwin Symphony
Orchestra joined six of the festival’s
leading performers – soloists Karin
Schaupp, Jason Vieaux from the
United States, Richard Charlton,
Rebecca Harris, Alan Banks and
Adrian Walter from Charles Darwin
University – in the 2005 finale
concert, ‘Guitar in the Gardens’.
Festival Director Adrian Walter said:

“This has been a most successful festival.
The response from artists and audiences
has been overwhelmingly positive and
the festival continues to be recognised as
one of Australia’s most significant musical
events. In fact, a journalist from a British
guitar magazine said to me on Saturday
night that this is the Rolls-Royce of guitar
festivals. He said there was nothing else like
this in the world.
Indeed, for 11 days we have been the
focal point of guitar activity. Some of the
finest classical guitarists on the national
and international concert circuit have
performed in Darwin.
There have been 35 performances,
featuring more than 50 musicians from
an estimated 10 countries, including
Spain, the United States, the United
Kingdom, Australia, Germany and Italy.”

Adrian Walter and Rebecca Harris held the audience spellbound at the finale

Business Development
In 2005 the School of Tourism
and Hospitality was a foundation
member of THE-ICE, the
International Centre for Excellence
in Tourism and Hospitality
Education. Members of THE-ICE
include leading institutions offering
tourism, hotel and event education
programs and who have met the
standards of excellence established
by THE-ICE in 2005. Tourism
and Hospitality small businesses
– Karawa and Desert Lantern
restaurants, hairdressing salons in
Palmerston and Alice Springs, and
beauty therapy salon in Palmerston
– also continued to do well.

Courses and consultancies were
also offered by the Faculty for the
Northern Territory Correctional
Services, Treasury, Police, Department
of Corporate and Information Services
and Power and Water.
Successful consultancies also
included work undertaken for
Broken Bay Institute in course
development in theology for
Indigenous communities.
The School of Creative Art and
Humanities developed a multimedia
facility in 2005 that will open up
commercial opportunities in the
second half of 2006.

The Northern Territory Office
of the Commissioner for Public
Employment continued to support
the Chair in Governance, who
delivered programs relating to
various aspects of public sector
capacity building.

The festival was more than just
a series of concerts. Many of
the musicians and composers
conducted workshops, master
classes and lectures, passing on
their skills and knowledge to some
of Australia’s finest young talent and
helping to ensure a bright future for
guitar music in this country.
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Faculty Highlights

Faculty of Education, Health
and Science
The Faculty of Education,
Health and Science comprises
the School of Education, the
School of Health Sciences, the
School of Science and Primary
Industries, and the Centre of
Access and English as Second
Language (CAESL). The Faculty
is the University’s largest,
with over 6,200 students,
equating to approximately
50 percent of the University’s
total enrolments. The Faculty
offers a broad selection of

Faculty Outcomes for 2005
Teaching and Learning
In 2005, the Faculty offered newly accredited and reaccredited VET packages
in English proficiency, training and assessment, community services (alcohol
and other drugs specifically) and education.
The Faculty continued to work with the Northern Territory Government on
the development of a number of new VET courses, including the Diploma in
Government (Workplace Inspection) and a range of certificates in the field of
health promotion.
In Higher Education, the four-year Bachelor of Pharmacy Undergraduate
Degree was developed to replace the feeder program that had previously
been offered. The Foundations Studies Program was offered internationally
for the first time.
In 2005 the Faculty successfully articulated credit transfer across programs,
highlighting pathways from VET into multiple undergraduate programs and
from undergraduate programs into multiple postgraduate programs.

range of career paths through

The Faculty seeks to be a leader in teaching and learning amongst
universities. Exciting new approaches in education, health, and science are
currently being developed which will position the Faculty at the forefront
of teaching and learning. These goals are informed by partnering with
professional bodies, government and industry.

study at Vocational Education

Research

and Training, degree and

The Faculty’s research and research-consultancy profile continued to develop
in 2005. In particular, the School of Science and Primary Industries maintained
its position as one of the University’s most research-active schools. The School
of Education was recognised for outstanding achievement in collaboration in
research and development, and education and training, with the presentation
of a national award to Associate Professor Christie in November 2005.

innovative programs that
prepare students for a diverse

postgraduate level.

The Faculty continued to provide a major contribution to three
Commonwealth funded Cooperative Research Centres as well as the Centre
for Remote Health.
The Faculty works across all four University priority research areas (see
‘Research’ section of this Report), but has particular focus on natural and
cultural resource management and teaching, learning and living. Highlights in
each of these areas follow.

Professor Michael Christie and Waymamba Gaykamangu
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Highlights in the natural and
cultural resource management
research projects for 2005 include:
•

•

•

Native flora seed biology research to
support Ranger mine rehabilitation
and conserve and commercialise the
Kakadu National Park Flora (jointly
supported by Kakadu Native Plant
Supplies, Environmental Research
Institute of the Supervising
Scientist (ERISS), the Australian
Research Council, Energy
Resources Australia Ltd and the
Department of Business, Industry
and Resource Development);
Implementation of the IPM
program using weaver ants as a
major component for cashew
growers in Vietnam;
Assessment of the Sea Snake
Abundance at Ashmore Reef
National Nature Reserve
(a National Heritage Trust
funded project in conjunction
with URS Australia Pty Ltd).

The School of Science and Primary
Industries received the ISC Froggatt
Award in recognition of research
completed by staff and students
on the severe impacts of tropical
grassy weeds in northern Australia,
and in recognition of their fostering
advocacy for a strong response
from government.
Research in teaching, learning and
living continued to build capacity
for the evolution of teaching and
learning services that support the
particular requirements of living
in northern Australia in 2005. This
theme is highly relevant to the
research programs of the Learning
Research Group (LRG) in the priority
areas of Indigenous education,
literacy and numeracy and
professional practice in education.
Examples of project highlights in
these categories include:

•

•

•

The Australian Research Council
linkage project ‘Building
Community Capital to Support
Sustainable Numeracy Education
in Remote Locations’;
The Australian Council for the
Arts funded ‘Little People, Big
People, Making Stories’, an arts
education and inter-generational
(family) literacy project in
northern Australia 2005–2008;
The National Survey of Math
Science and Information and
Communication Technology
in Rural and Remote Australia’
with a Northern Territory focus.

Amoonguna, Ukaka, Titjikala,
Finke, Mutitjulu, Yulara and Ntaria)
Indigenous communities as well
as boarding students at Kormilda
College. Faculty staff at the Katherine
Campus hosted school groups from
St John’s College, Ludmilla Primary
School and Lajamanu Community
Education Centre.
Numerous short courses for
business and industry were offered,
including skill-building courses
encompassing areas such as 4WD
operation, chainsaw instruction, safe
chemical use, vehicle maintenance,
tractor driving, first aid and more.

Community and Access

Business Development

The Faculty’s Community and
Access activities focus on four
main functional areas: Indigenous
engagement, articulated pathways,
regional and remote delivery and
community engagement.

The Faculty continued to expand
the value of consulting and contractresearch activities across the
schools in 2005. The Environmental
Analytical Chemistry Unit provided
consultancy and analytical services to
the mining industry, Zinifex Century
Mine (southeast Gulf of Carpentaria),
McArthur River Mining (southwest
Gulf of Carpentaria), Alcan Gove and
the Northern Territory Government.
The electron microscope suite
provided ongoing services to the
Northern Territory Police forensic
laboratory. A range of fee-for-service
programs were offered in the VET
sector in 2005 which also supported
business development in the Faculty.

The Faculty facilitated school visits to
its science and nursing laboratories,
as well as to its horticulture,
agriculture and aquaculture centres
throughout the year. The faculty
participated in a number of shows
and expos including:
Fred’s Pass, Darwin and
Katherine shows;
• Charles Darwin University
‘Discovery Fair’;
• The Northern Territory ‘Futures
Expo’ (in conjunction with
DEET) in Darwin, Katherine,
Jabiru and Alice Springs;
• ‘Garden Day’ at the Katherine
Research Station;
• The ‘Tropical Garden
Spectacular’ (Northern Territory).
The Faculty delivered programs
to remote northern (Belyuen,
Maningrida, Yirrkala, Acacia,
Alyangula, Larrakia, Ngukurr,
Bulman, Beswick, Palumpa,
Barunga, Mataranka and Oenpelli)
and Central Australian (including
Atitere, Tennant Creek, Elliot,
Lajamanu, Santa Theresa,
•

In 2005, the Learning Research Group
(LRG) continued to undertake research
into aspects of learning in a range
of contexts and offered consultancy
and evaluation services to Northern
Territory Government departments
and agencies, professional bodies,
industry, other groups and individuals.
Through its research capacity in
areas such as learning communities,
Indigenous research reform agenda,
Indigenous evaluation, and VET
research, the role of the LRG has
evolved to become a research support
service to clusters of research activity
(nodes) within, but not limited to the
School of Education.
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Faculty Highlights

Faculty of Technology
The Faculty of Technology

Faculty Outcomes for 2005

comprises the School of

Teaching and Learning

Engineering and Logistics,

In VET, the Faculty delivered over 600,000 curriculum hours across the
Northern Territory during 2005. In particular, driver training programs
delivered by the School of Engineering and Logistics saw a significant
increase in demand during 2005. The industrial skills area also experienced
a substantial increase in demand due to construction work carried out at the
gas plant at Wickham Point in Darwin Harbour.

the School of Information
Technology, and the School of
Trades. The faculty provides
higher education and research
in areas of information
technology, engineering, and
architecture, as well as covering
the disciplines of physics and
mathematics. The Faculty
has a large VET component
with a particular focus on
trades, providing accredited
(nationally recognised) training
for plumbers, cabinet makers,
carpenters, electricians,
refrigeration and air-conditioning
mechanics, light and heavy
automotive mechanics, welders,
fitters and machinists and sheetmetal workers. VET training
in this faculty also occurs in the
areas of information technology,
driver training, industrial skills,
maritime and logistics.

The School of Trades managed the training of over 1,000 apprentices across
a wide range of trades, a figure which makes up approximately one-third
of the total Northern Territory apprentice workforce. Programs delivered
by the School included the International Welding Practitioners (IWP) and
International Welding Supervisors (IWS) Certificates (delivered in conjunction
with Welding Technology Institute of Australia). The University was the only
institute in Australia to deliver the IWP program, and had the fourth-highest
ranked participant nationally graduate the Program. Another success story
was the Essential Service Operations (ESO) program, delivered in partnership
with Group Training Northern Territory (GTNT). This program was delivered
in 25 remote communities and 18 apprentices graduated in 2005. Success of
the ESO program has led to support for continuation in future years.
The School of Information Technology delivered its first programs in the
workplace during 2005 with trainees in related study taking placement with
employers in the field. Traineeships have been greeted enthusiastically by
industry, and strong growth in this activity continued throughout the year.
In Higher Education, Architecture and Interior Design were reorganised with
the introduction of the new Bachelor of Design. The Bachelor of Design was
evaluated by the State Panel for Architecture Accreditation in October 2005.
This enabled the School of Engineering and Logistics to secure a guaranteed
pathway for our Bachelor of Design graduates in Architecture into a Bachelor
of Architecture program at Deakin University.
The Master of Engineering and Master of Engineering Management attracted a
substantial number of international students in 2005. The school is building on this
success with an active marketing campaign to further strengthen these courses in
the coming years. In addition, the Master of Engineering Management course was
externalised during 2005, which will allow for new market development for this
course from 2006.
With the financial support of Power and Water, the Foundation Chair in
Civil Engineering was filled in early 2005 by Professor Valentine. In addition,
the Northern Territory Government seconded a staff member from second
semester 2005 onwards to further strengthen the engineering program. With
such significant support from the local community, engineering programs are
set for further growth in the coming years.
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The School of Information
Technology expanded the use of
‘tablet’ computers into the delivery
of its Higher Education units. Each
student was given a tablet for the
duration of the class. The wireless
ability of the tablets is changing
the way information is conveyed to
students in a classroom situation.

Community and Access

Business Development

The School of Information
Technology continues to strongly
uphold community engagement.
The Computer Sciences Corporation
continued support for School
activities and scholarships for
students undertaking Bachelor of
Information Technology studies.

Research

Engineering workshops for Year
10 and 11 students, first trialled
in 2004, continued in 2005 with
around 120 local high-school
physics students attending.
Feedback from students and
teachers has been very positive
and the program is scheduled to
continue in 2006.

During 2005, the Faculty
contributed significant resources
in helping to develop the University
(and partners) tender submission
for the Power and Water training
contract. The Faculty also provided
project management training for
the Department of Defence, ran
a number of intensive courses
in project management for the
Northern Territory Government,
provided workshop facilities to
Bechtel and other companies, and
ran short courses in IT technologies
for the public (for example, using
digital cameras and recovering from
data disasters).

The Faculty’s research activities
continued to strengthen in 2005, with
a particular emphasis in the University
priority areas (see ‘Research’ section
of this Report), and there was a
significant increase in successful grant
applications and publications.
A new area of research for
the School of Engineering and
Logistics in 2005 was Biodiesel.
This research was fully funded
by industry and led to significant
capacity building in this area
for all participants. The School
continued its close involvement in
the Desert Knowledge CRC with a
project in thermal comfort in desert
environments and energy use of
buildings. The School was also
successful in the area of theoretical
physics, receiving an ARC Discovery
Grant for 2006–2008.
School of Information Technology
staff members were active in
presenting peer-reviewed research.
This included contributions to
books and 13 conference papers,
with members of staff attending and
presenting papers at seven national
and international conferences.

Power and Water Corporation and
Madallozzo continued their support
of the School of Engineering in
2005 in the form of scholarships.
Additional scholarship sponsors
within the Faculty include Qantec
McWilliam, Sinclair-Knight-Mertz
and Wallbridge & Gilbert.

The Faculty maintains an office in
Adelaide that delivers VET on-thejob across four states in the transport
and distribution sector. An excess of
200 students this Adelaide arm of the
Faculty shows great success in 2005
for this arm of the faculty.

As part of an industry engagement
strategy, the School of Trades
successfully conducted ‘industry
nights’ in all discipline areas, in
Darwin and Alice Springs. Identified
directions included moving from
day to block release in light
automotive, program adjustments in
electrical, and assessment support
in plumbing.
During 2005, Faculty representatives
acted on the following industry
panels, boards or committees:
Electrical Licensing Board, Plumbing
Licensing Board, Electrical Task
Force, Welding Steering Committee,
Automotive Task Force, and the two
Major Industries Training Advisory
Councils. Staff is also involved in
national bodies in a number of
areas relevant to the Faculty.
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Supporting the University
Corporate Services supports
the University community
through a wide range of
services and comprises the
following Divisions: Corporate
Communications, Finance and
Asset Services, Governance,
Information Technology
and Management Services,
Library and Information
Access, People Management
and Development, Student
Services, and Support and
Equity Services.

In 2005, Corporate Services led or participated in a number of
institution-wide developments. These include:
Renewal of enterprise systems
In 2005, significant effort was directed towards the renewal and/or
establishment of enterprise systems. This encompassed replacement or
upgrade of the three major business systems (financial, human resource
information and system management) and commencement of replacement
of the library system, as well as establishment of the physical infrastructure
(servers, storage and backup devices, and the rooms in which they sit)
and acquisition of the bandwidth necessary to support the systems across
a distributed campus environment. It is necessary for significant system
renewal and establishment to continue for some time yet, to provide the
systems required for effective future operations.
Review of higher education offerings and admissions through SATAC
Working with staff from the portfolio of the Deputy Vice-Chancellor
(Teaching and Learning), a review of all higher education unit offerings
was undertaken in 2005. As part of this review, pathways into the
University and the construction of courses were completely reviewed and
simplified. The review’s outcomes informed the University’s movement
into SATAC for the 2006 offer round, and the construction of an online
enrolment system for higher education offerings.
Costing, budgeting and finances
In 2004, the University introduced a zero-based, business-focused
budget process for the compilation of the 2005 budget. This approach
allows for better linkages between University strategic and operational
aspirations and the budgeting process, where areas of the University are
explicitly funded based upon the true costs of activities, and investment
in new programs and initiatives is explicitly considered. Enhancement
and improvement of the process continued throughout 2005, including
commencement of the development of a supporting IT system with
business intelligence, enhanced analytical capacity and online reporting.
Also supporting the zero-based budgeting work, the University’s activitybased costing system was refined and improved.
Workplace reform
The introduction of the Higher Education Workplace Relations
Requirements (HEWRRs) by the Commonwealth required a range of
compliance-related activities within the University. Charles Darwin
University was in a good position to achieve compliance with the
HEWRRs in 2005, following the introduction of a new Institutional
Governance Framework and a Code of Ethics earlier in the year. Further
compliance activities will be required in 2006.
In addition to supporting or leading these institution-wide highlights, what
follows below are individual highlights for each Division.
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Corporate Communications

Major Events

Finance and Asset Services

Corporate Communications is
responsible for a wide range
of University communications
activities, including all
corporate, faculty and programspecific marketing for the
University, internal and external
communication, advertising,
campaigns, public relations,
web communications, media
management, publishing and major
event coordination. Initiatives for
2005 include the following:

The number of major events
that the University was involved
in, and which were supported
by Corporate Communications,
increased markedly in 2005. Events
of particular note included:

Finance and Asset Services are
responsible for financial operations
and reporting, management,
maintenance and establishment
of University facilities and
infrastructure and oversight of
quasi-commercial units. Initiatives
for 2005 include the following:

Movement to SATAC

•

•

To promote the University’s first
year of affiliation with the South
Australian Tertiary Admissions Centre
(SATAC), the Division managed a
student recruitment and information
campaign during September.
The brief to produce a highly
visible SATAC message focusing
on the University and including
the concept of change was well
executed across television, radio
and print. The campaign received
attention from around Darwin and
the Territory as well as drawing
favourable comments form interstate.
Attendance at the associated courses
and careers night was up 600
percent on the previous year’s event,
while 51 percent of all enquiries
came from interstate prospects.

•

The Garma Festival, where
Corporate Communications staff
coordinated the forum content
in conjunction with staff from
the Community and Access
portfolio and faculties
The Charles Darwin Symposium
Series, project-managed by
Corporate Communications.
The seventh symposium in the
series, ‘20:20 Vision: Facing
health challenges of the next
20 years’, was produced with
the assistance of conveners
from Menzies School for Health
Research, and celebrated
the 20th anniversary of the
School. The event attracted
over 180 delegates. ‘Imagining
Childhood: Children, Culture and
Community’, held at the Araluen
Centre in Alice Springs, was
produced with the assistance of
conveners in the School of Social
and Policy Research. More than
200 delegates attended, with
around 140 attendees at each
session. Attendance was up 136
percent on the previous year’s
symposium held in Alice Springs.
The ‘CDU Public Lecture Series’
at the Museum and Art Gallery
of the Northern Territory in May
and October, was initiated in
2005 to provide an opportunity
for the people of Darwin
to hear from some of the
innovative thinkers working at
the University.

Financial System Modifications
The University instigated ‘Oracle
Financials Upgrade 2005’ to
take advantage of the change of
technology and to move to the
latest version of Oracle Financials
software. Oracle Financials is a
fully integrated financial system
and has many tools to optimise the
mining and publishing of data. The
University uses eight modules as the
basis of the financial management
system. Tools such as Oracle Portal,
Oracle Discoverer and Oracle ADI
support this system. The successful
upgrade received acknowledgment
in the Australian Institute of Project
Management 2005 Awards.

Infrastructure and
Building Improvements
The Asset Services group continued
to provide property improvement
and maintenance services, including
the remodelling of the Palmerston
Oval to provide a home ground
for the Magpies NTFL, construction
of new premises for the Institute
of Advanced Studies, and major
infrastructure upgrades on power
and air-conditioning services. In
Alice Springs, the construction of a
new building for further education
commenced, as did design work for
a new bakery and library precinct at
Palmerston Campus.
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The first stage of upgrading the
management of teaching and
administrative accommodation
(space allocation) has been
completed. This involved an
assessment of utilisation data,
representing the physical structure
of each campus. This data is now
used along with recently drafted
space allocation guidelines.
These achievements will flow
on to the second stage involving
the acquisition of an automated
facilities management system,
including not only a space
management module, but also a
building maintenance module,
providing the University with
a comprehensive infrastructure
management system.

North Flinders International House
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Commercial Units
Charles Darwin University Bookshop
The Bookshop had another
successful year, despite a
downturn in customer numbers.
Book sales declined by 1 percent
due to the increasing use of
electronic delivery methods and
associated electronic resources.
This long-term trend is being
monitored to keep abreast of
changes necessary to maintain a
viable business. It was pleasing
to note that mail sales to regional
and remote students have
increased by 18 percent since
2004. Community engagement
continued, with the bookshop
participating as bookseller to
the successful Darwin Writer’s
Festival in May, and the annual
October sale showing increased
sales over the previous year.

Charles Darwin University
Childcare Centre
The centre provided childcare
for over 170 families of University
students and staff in 2005.
The waiting list of over
12 months is a testament to
the reputation of the centre.
Uniprint NT
Uniprint NT provides a complete
printing, advertising, and graphic
design and artwork service. It
has a fully operational print room
with pre-press, offset and digital
printing capabilities. Uniprint
NT is currently undergoing
major equipment upgrades
which will greatly enhance its
service capabilities to its clients.
In November 2005, as part of
this upgrade, a new Polar 78
paper guillotine and a CD/DVD
publishing unit were installed.
It is expected the balance of
upgrades will be finalised in the
coming year.
North Flinders International House
A major internal refurbishing
program was undertaken at
the end of second semester
2005, and the feedback to date
indicates students are pleased
with the results and recent
operating changes.

Refurbished bedroom inside
North Flinders International House

Northern Editions
Northern Editions Printmaking
Studio and Gallery opened its
new gallery in March 2005. Four
exhibitions were held on campus
during the year, and the highly
successful print show Print ’em
up! was exhibited in Washington,
DC at the Australian Embassy.
In August, Northern Editions
studio delivered a VET-supported
printmaking workshop, the ‘Garma
Print Panel Project’, to over 50
artists at the Garma Festival in
north-east Arnhem Land. Other
major printmaking projects
included custom printing the
Warlayirti Suite which was launched
at Northern Editions gallery by
Brenda L Croft, senior curator at
the National Gallery of Australia.

Territory FM
Much hard work has been
undertaken over the past 12
months to reposition the station
in the market place. This has
included a name change from
TOPFM to Territory FM 104.1.
The new image and an emphasis
on professional standards have
resulted in a significant increase
in sponsorship.
The station is actively involved
in promoting University products
and services. In 2005 the station
broadcast live from the Northern
Territory Sports Awards, NT
Expo, the Royal Darwin Show,
Palmerston Troppo Fest, Australia
Post and Casuarina Square.
The station sponsored the
Northern Territory Brolga Awards
and continues to engage the
community through its talkback
and current affairs programs.
Additionally Northern Territory
Parliament question time
continues to be broadcast live
when in session.
Territory FM remains the
backbone of the ‘Territory
Network’, acting as a program
service supplier to outlets in
Batchelor, Katherine, Tennant
Creek, Alice Springs, Nhulunbuy,
Adelaide River and Tindal.

Governance
Governance is responsible for
support of the main governance
components of the University,
including University Council,
Academic Board and the University
policy framework.
In 2005, the new Institutional
Governance Framework for the
University was finalised, including a
new set of Council-owned policies
and a University code of ethics. The
framework is unique amongst higher
education providers, is streamlined
and in line with Australian standards
for corporate governance.
Several modifications to the

Charles Darwin University Act were
also undertaken in 2005 to achieve
compliance with the national
governance protocols.
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Information Technology and
Management Services
The Information and Technical
Management Support (ITMS)
division supports the information
technology and records
management needs of the
University, with a focus on:
providing a reliable infrastructure
framework, responsive client-driven
help desk and desktop service,
application development services to
support management information
systems, and management of
in-house and contract supplied
projects and resources. Initiatives
for 2005 include the following:

Active Directory, Exchange email
and desktop software refresh
Over the last quarter of 2005,
the desktop personal computer
email messaging, network and file
storage systems of the University
underwent major changes for both
staff and students. These changes
include: the migration of staff from
Lotus Notes email to Microsoft
Outlook and Exchange Server; the
introduction of a feature-rich webbased email client (Outlook Web
Access) for both staff and students;
greatly expanded network file
Vice-Chancellor Professor Helen Garnett
with David Tollner MP at the opening of
the Learning Precinct, October 2005

storage capacity and conversion to
the Active Directory authentication
system; and a complete update
of all desktop PCs to Windows
XP operating system, including
upgraded local security settings,
more integrated access to network
storage, and the latest Microsoft
Office Suite across all campuses.

Data Centre Upgrade
The University’s data centre
infrastructure was upgraded
with power and fire suppression
upgrades and replacement of
the existing four-year-old storage
area network (SAN) with a highly
scalable SAN and NAS (Network
Attached Storage) solution.
Investment was also made in
virtual server technology for
hosting the front-end applications
for the majority of services. Both
these solutions will support
future projects targeting storage
and application replication to the
Palmerston data centre for disaster
recovery services.

Network Upgrades
A significant equipment upgrade of
the University’s network equipment
was completed, including core
routers and edge network equipment
(replacement of the old network
switches and hubs) on all campuses.
It is also planned to expand the
wireless network coverage for
staff and students at Casuarina and
Palmerston campuses.

Library and Information Access
Library and Information Access
provides quality information
services, both physical and online,
to support education, training,
research and related activities.
Initiatives and outcomes for 2005
include the following:

Learning Precinct
The Learning Precinct was made
possible through an allocation in
late 2004 of $1 million from the
DEST Capital Development Pool
funding. Occupancy levels ran at
almost 100 percent during both
semesters including the extended
opening hours leading up to and
during examination periods. Survey
results in June 2005 demonstrated
a high degree of satisfaction with
the resources and services, with all
survey questions scoring aboveaverage satisfaction. Students
were also given the opportunity
to provide additional comments.
Overall the responses were positive.
The integrated service desk in the
precinct provided a more visible
staff presence and face-to-face
enquires increased from 13,661 in
2004 to 27,814 in 2005. Increased
use of electronic resources was
accompanied by an overall decrease
in loans from 75,229 in 2004 to 69,158
in 2005. During the same period,
however, the Alice Springs Campus
experienced an increase in activity,
with loans up by 11.1 percent.

Collections
A Collection Management Working
Party was established to oversee all
aspects of collection development,
management and evaluation.
A more formalised de-selection
program was implemented and a
review of all serial titles for full text
availability commenced. The overall
size of the physical collection
decreased from 263,054 items in
2004 to 253,047 in 2005. Acquisition
activities also experienced a
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downward turn in 2005, with only
1,572 items added to the collection
(2004 figure was 4,583), due mainly
to budget restrictions and an earlier
cut-off date in preparation for the
new system.

Teaching and Learning Support
In 2005 there was an increase in
cooperative activities by liaison
librarians with academic staff in
the areas of collection profiling;
development of web resources (70)
including online subject guides,
tutorials and academic study skills
resources; and participation on
school and faculty teaching and
learning panels and meetings.
Commitment to the delivery of
high-quality generic and targeted
information-literacy programs for
students and staff continued in
2005. Staff delivered 184 workshops
to a total of 1,748 participants, with
one-on-one assistance provided to
134 clients. New websites, including
the ‘Researching tutorial’ and ‘Guide
to referencing and citing’ were
launched, and 11 new training
courses were developed. .

External Student Support
Levels of support for external
students remained at a level
comparable to 2004, with students
using the service slightly down,
from 4,052 in 2004 to 4,002 in
2005. External packages mailed
out numbered 11,910 compared to
11,892 in 2004. There was a dramatic
rise in the number of teaching
evaluation forms sent out to external
students, 3,724 forms were sent out
in 2004 compared to 17,884 in 2005.
Document acquisition and supply
(interlibrary loans) figures were
down, primarily due to the increase
in availability of full-text resources in
electronic format.

People Management and
Development
People Management and
Development (PMD, formerly
Staff Services) is responsible for
staff professional development,
performance improvement and
management, and workforce planning.
PMD also manages remuneration
and benefits and provides advice to
University staff on matters such as
induction and recruitment.
In 2004, a comprehensive
review was conducted by
external consultants into all
aspects of PMD practices at the
University. This review, which
consisted of an examination of
procedures, interviews with a
wide selection of stakeholders
and focus groups, resulted in a
range of recommendations:
•

Build the capability of
appointed managers and leaders
to manage people;

•

embed an effective performance,
development and management
framework process;

•

create a learning and
development framework;

•

review the recruitment process;

•

streamline operational
people transactions;

•

extend and localise the
induction process;

•

resource the staff services
function; and,

•

implement a learning program
for all staff that contributes to
fostering a learning organisation.

These recommendations formed
a foundation for work undertaken
by PMD in 2005. The division was
restructured to improve customer
service, and include new management
with extensive experience and
expertise in organisational
development, professional
development, employee relations
and recruitment. A new Performance
Development and Review System
was designed for implementation in
2006. The system aims to balance
achievement of goals, attainment of
role-specific competencies and the
undertaking of development activities
(on the basis of the competency
framework). Additionally, all
recruitment practices were reviewed
and improved, including the
development of a comprehensive
recruitment and selection guide and a
new induction program.
Institutional people-related
processes have also been
streamlined and moved online
through the continuing upgrade
of the human resource information
system ‘Alesco’.
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Supporting the University

Student Services

Outsourcing of Admissions

Support and Equity Services

Student Services is responsible for
all aspects of student administration
for Vocational Education and
Training and Higher Education,
from admissions and enrolments,
support during the education
process, and examinations and
graduations. Initiatives for 2005
include the following:

In September 2004, the University
decided to outsource higher
education admissions to the South
Australian Tertiary Admissions
Centre (SATAC) from the 2006
entry cycle. During 2005, Student
Services was responsible for leading
the preparatory work for this
move. Information sessions were
conducted for academic and general
staff throughout each phase of the
implementation process.

Support and Equity Services
has responsibility for the care,
support and development of staff
and students including equal
opportunity, management of student
and staff complaints, counselling,
disability support, study skills,
student appeals, and student
conduct. Initiatives and outcomes
for 2005 include the following:

Careers and Recruitment

The University received a very
favourable response to the
Workplace Program report for
the period 1 April 2004 to 31
March 2005. Commendations were
given for high-level workplace
analysis, and the actions taken in
the areas of encouraging female
staff to be involved in project
teams determining the University’s
People Management project,
and for extending maternity
leave entitlements through
recent Enterprise Bargaining
Agreement negotiations.

Improvements to Administration
Improvements to student
administration in 2005 included
the following:
•

The introduction of online
enrolments for continuing
Higher Education students;

•

the update of the central
repository for Higher Education
course and unit descriptors;

•

the development of
recommended study plans for
Higher Education courses; and

•

creation of sector-specific
student guides.

These changes will enable the
University to better serve the needs
of current and potential students.
The success of the online enrolment
system was underlined when
60 percent of higher education
students opted to use the online
enrolment facility for their planned
study in 2006.
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The Careers and Recruitment
team were successful in creating
networks with high-school
careers advisers and initiated an
‘Introduction to CDU’ day on
Casuarina Campus for careers
advisers. Additionally, careers
advisers attended SATAC workshops
at Casuarina and Alice Springs
campuses. The inaugural ‘Graduate
Recruitment Fair’ was hosted at
Casuarina Campus in August, with
more than 20 employers and 150
students attending.

Equal Opportunity for
Women in the Workplace Agency

Disability Initiatives
•

A grant of $87,552 was awarded
to Charles Darwin University
under the Higher Education
Disability Support Act to continue
the regional disability liaison
officer initiative.

•

During September, Trevor
Allan, head of Disability
Support Services at the
Australian National University,
conducted a review to
examine the appropriateness
and effectiveness of disability
services at Charles Darwin
University. The review was
undertaken in the light of the
new legislative regime created
by the Disability Discrimination
Act education standards, which
came into effect in August 2005.

•

The Regional Disability Liaison
Officer and the Training
Officer from the Northern
Territory Anti-Discrimination
Commission delivered disability
awareness seminars in Darwin,
Alice Springs, Nhulunbuy and
Katherine. These seminars
included information on the
disability standards in education
and related issues.

•

•

Through a cooperative effort
between the Regional Disability
Liaison Officer, the Chamber of
Commerce and the Department
of Employment Education and
Training, the University hosted
an Assistive Technology Expo
on 8 November 2005. The Expo
aimed to increase knowledge,
understanding and application
of assistive technology for
people with a disability and the
community at large. Quantum,
Spectronics and Novitech
attended the expo, along with
local companies specialising
in this area.

Student Complaints Processes
Training to support the student
complaints process developed in
2004 continued in 2005 within
the Division. Additionally, a
complaints database was set
up to facilitate feedback to
deans on persistent problems.
The University received
commendation from Northern
Territory Ombudsman on the
complaints processes, which
were seen as ‘best practice’.

The division purchased assistive
technology for people living
with disability including:
Dragon Naturally Speaking;
Read and Write Gold (an
integrated solution for any
student with literacy needs);
Co: Writer (provides the
explicit vocabulary, spelling,
composition and revision to
support writing skills) and a
range of IT support equipment
to complement these devices.
This equipment, along with
newly purchased adjustableheight tables, is located in the
library at Casuarina Campus.
Training in the use of the
technology was also provided.
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Summary of Financial Statements
CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY AND ITS CONTROLLED ENTITIES

INCOME STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2005
Consolidated
2005
$’000
Revenue from Continuing Operations
Australian Government financial assistance
47,663
Australian Government grants
HECS - HELP student payments
1,889
HECS - HELP Australian Government payments
8,813
FEE - HELP
389
Postgraduate Education Loans Scheme (PELS)
100
NT Government financial assistance
54,965
Fees & charges
12,417
Investment income
3,187
Consultancy and contracts
8,448
Other revenue
11,099
Total Revenue
from Continuing Operations
148,970
Expenses from Continuing Operations
Employee benefits & on costs
78,670
Depreciation and amortisation
10,325
Repairs & maintenance
4,529
Bad and doubtful debts
335
Borrowing costs
87
Other expenses
48,954
Total Expenses from
Continuing Operations
142,900
Operating Result before Income Tax Expense
6,070
Income Tax Expense
Operating Result
from Continuing Operations
6,070
Net Operating Result For the Year
6,070
Net Operating Result Attributable
to the Charles Darwin University
6,070
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Parent Entity

2004
$’000

2005
$’000

2004
$’000

43,440

41,335

38,520

2,279
8,909
513
69,254
10,668
2,131
6,952
11,132

1,889
8,813
389
100
51,377
9,623
2,527
6,045
10,373

2,279
8,909
513
57,804
9,052
1,610
4,385
10,242

155,278

132,471

133,314

75,560
7,689
3,843
212
110
41,962

70,448
10,120
4,352
336
87
40,954

68,319
7,447
3,681
209
110
37,629

129,376
25,902
-

126,297
6,174
-

117,395
15,919
-

25,902
25,902

6,174
6,174

15,919
15,919

25,902

6,174

15,919

CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY AND ITS CONTROLLED ENTITIES

BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2005
Consolidated

Current Assets
Cash and Cash equivalents
Receivables
Inventories
Other financial assets
Other non-financial assets
Total Current Assets
Non-Current Assets
Inventories
Property, plant and equipment
Other financial assets
Total Non-Current Assets
TOTAL ASSETS
Current Liabilities
Payables
Interest bearing liabilities
Provisions
Other liabilities
Total Current Liabilities
Non-Current Liabilities
Payables
Interest bearing liabilities
Provisions
Total Non-Current Liabilities
TOTAL LIABILITIES
NET ASSETS
Reserves
Restricted funds
Retained surplus
TOTAL EQUITY

Parent Entity

2005
$’000

2004
$’000

2005
$’000

2004
$’000

7,222
5,140
483
51,044
7,082
70,971

3,466
5,310
572
45,913
5,057
60,318

5,539
4,676
483
41,526
2,407
54,631

2,529
4,330
572
38,276
1,547
47,254

2,658
219,958
226
222,842
293,813

2,474
216,440
214
219,128
279,446

2,658
219,094
221,752
276,383

2,474
215,487
217,961
265,215

9,246
521
9,360
4,715
23,842

5,836
396
8,670
3,570
18,472

8,817
521
8,509
436
18,283

7,362
396
8,000
404
16,162

866
797
2,100
3,763
27,605
266,208
60,834
8,331
197,043
266,208

866
1,217
2,432
4,515
22,987
256,459
59,040
7,792
189,627
256,459

866
797
1,836
3,499
21,782
254,601
60,712
8,331
185,558
254,601

866
1,217
2,236
4,319
20,481
244,734
58,903
7,792
178,039
244,734
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Summary of Financial Statements

CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY AND ITS CONTROLLED ENTITIES

STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2005
Consolidated

Total Equity at the
Beginning of the Financial Year
Impairment losses
Revaluation increment/decrement on:
Land
Land improvements
Buildings
Demountables
Library collection
Work of art
Plant and equipment
Investment
Loss on revaluation of plant & equipment
Net Income Recognised Directly in Equity
Operating Result for the Year
Total Recognised Income and
Expense for the Year
Total Equity at the End of the Financial Year
Total Recognised Income and
Expense for the Year is Attributable to:
Members of Charles Darwin University
Minority interest
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Parent Entity

2005
$’000

2004
$’000

2005
$’000

2004
$’000

256,459
(38)

200,961
-

244,734
-

199,354
-

1,480
434
734
138
286
644
12
(11)
3,679
6,070

1,555
2,416
24,154
291
(949)
250
1,879
29,596
25,902

1,480
434
712
138
286
643
3,693
6,174

1,555
2,416
24,128
291
(949)
250
1,771
29,462
15,919

9,749
266,208

55,498
256,459

9,867
254,601

45,381
244,734

6,070
6,070

25,902
25,902

6,174
6,174

15,919
15,919

CHARLES DARWIN UNIVERSITY AND ITS CONTROLLED ENTITIES

CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2005
Consolidated

Cash Flows from Operating Activities
Australian Government
CGS and other DEST grants
Higher education loan programmes
Scholarships
DEST research
ARC grants - discovery
ARC grants - linkages
Other Australian Government grants
NT Government
HECS-HELP student payments
User charges
Accommodation
Interest received
Other revenue
Payments to suppliers
Payments to employees
Interest paid
Net Cash Inflow/(Outflow)
from Operating Activities
Cash Flows from Investing Activities
Proceeds from sale of plant and equipment
Transfer of entities
Payments for property, plant and equipment
Net Cash Inflow/(Outflow)
from Investing Activities
Cash Flows from Financing Activities
Principal repayments
on interest bearing liabilities
Net Cash Inflow/(Outflow)
from Financing Activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash held
Cash at Beginning of Financial Year
Cash at End of Financial Year

Parent Entity

2005
$’000

2004
$’000

2005
$’000

2004
$’000

28,921
9,302
618
5,802
450
1,032
10,840
54,944
1,889
12,147
1,227
3,176
18,314
(50,849)
(78,579)
(67)

27,506
9,422
495
4,461
160
1,120
9,698
61,393
2,357
10,667
1,001
2,053
14,061
(46,053)
(75,388)
(110)

28,921
9,302
618
5,802
450
1,032
4,512
51,377
1,889
9,623
1,227
2,527
14,844
(45,052)
(70,606)
(67)

27,506
9,422
495
4,461
160
1,120
4,778
57,804
2,279
9,052
1,001
1,610
11,771
(41,907)
(68,216)
(110)

19,167

22,843

16,399

21,226

674
(10,659)

248
7,429
(5,580)

673
(10,517)

234
(5,094)

(9,985)

2,097

(9,844)

(4,860)

(295)

(373)

(295)

(373)

(295)
8,887
49,379
58,266

(373)
24,567
24,812
49,379

(295)
6,260
40,805
47,065

(373)
15,993
24,812
40,805
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Governance

Back row L - R: Mr Ippei Okazaki, Ms Jennifer Prince, Assoc. Prof. David Parry, Dr Lorraine Connell,
Mr Trevor LeLivre, Ms Bonnie Moss, Mr Joe Gallagher
Front row L - R: Mr Neil Ross, Prof. Helen Garnett, Mr Richard Ryan, Justice Sally Thomas, Mr Barry Ford
Absent: Prof. Judith Whitworth
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Charles Darwin University Council
Charles Darwin University Council
is the governing body of the
institution. Council conducts the
affairs of the University under
the provisions of the Charles
Darwin University Act 2003. It is
the responsibility of the Council
to administer and govern the
execution of those functions.
The Vice-Chancellor acts as Chief
Executive Officer of the University
and Council establishes advisory
committees when an identified need
for expert consultation is required.

Induction and professional
development programs are in place
for Council members, in order to
provide understanding and support
whilst undertaking Council duties.
To assist it in carrying out its
responsibilities, the Council has
several standing committees.

The structure, composition and
size of Council are determined
by the Charles Darwin University
Act which ensures Council is
able to adequately discharge its
responsibilities and duties. The
Council comprises:

They are:

•

The Chancellor
(appointed by the Council);

•

the Vice-Chancellor;

•

the Chair of Academic Board;

•

eight members appointed
by the Administrator of the
Northern Territory, representing
a broad range of community
interests and including financial
and commercial expertise;

•

one person elected by and from
the full-time higher education
academic staff of the University;

•

one person elected by and from
the full-time VET academic staff
of the University;

•

one person elected by and from
the undergraduate students of
the University; and

•

one person elected by and
from the postgraduate students
of the University.

•

Functions of the Council
The functions of the Council, as
set out in Section 8 of the Charles
Darwin University Act, are to:
•

monitor the performance of the
Vice-Chancellor;

•

approve the Mission and Strategic
Direction of the University;

•

approve the budget and
business plan of the University;

•

oversee the management of the
University, including approving
significant commercial activities;

•

regularly review delegations
under the Act;

•

monitor systems of
accountability implemented by
the University;

•

review management practices
and performance of the
University; and,

•

oversee risk management across
the University.

Council Members

•

•

•

Academic Board, which is
the principle academic body
assisting the Council and
Vice-Chancellor in all matters
relating to learning, teaching
and assessment, together with
the assurance and enhancement
of the academic quality and
standards of all University
programs and awards;
Finance Risk and Review
Committee, which reviews
the financial status, systems,
policies and processes of
security, control and risk
containment of the University
and its controlled entities;
Nominations Committee, which
oversees nominations for
Council members and senior
management appointments;
Honorary Degrees Committee,
which provides advice to
Council in relation to Honorary
Awards, as well as making
specific recommendations to
Council for such.

The Council delegates
implementation of University
Strategic Direction and for managing
the day-to-day operations of the
University to the Vice-Chancellor.
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Governance

The members of Council in 2005 are listed below, with a brief background.
Mr Richard Ryan AO, Chancellor
Mr Ryan is a professional company
director who currently chairs the
Toyota/Mitsubishi coal joint venture
of Camberwell Coal Pty Ltd and the
CSM Group Limited, the Northern
Territory Tourist Commission and
acts as director of several other
public companies. He is a Fellow of
the Institute of Chartered Accounts
in Australia, a Companion of the
Institution of Engineers Australia
and a Companion of the Chartered
Management Institute (UK). Mr
Ryan is a member of the Australian
Government Solicitor Advisory
Board and the Engineering and
Manufacturing Committee of the
Department of Industry, Tourism
and Resources. Formerly he was
Chief Executive Officer of Henry
Walker Eltin Group Limited, a
Director of the Minerals Council
of Australia and a member of the
Business Council of Australia.
Justice Sally Thomas AM,
Deputy Chancellor
Justice Thomas was appointed
a Stipendiary Magistrate of the
Northern Territory in July 1978,
Chief Stipendiary Magistrate of the
Northern Territory in April 1986 and
Judge of the Supreme Court of the
Northern Territory in 1992. Prior to
1978 she was a partner solicitor in a
Sydney legal firm.
Justice Thomas has been Chair of
the Northern Territory Winston
Churchill Fellowship since 1992 and
was chair of the Northern Territory
Legal Aid Commission from 1990
to 1996. Justice Thomas is patron
of numerous organisations and was
Honorary Colonel in the Northern
Territory Cadet Corp of the
Australian Army from 1993 to1997.
She is currently a member of the
Council of the Australian Institute
of Judicial Administration. In June
2000, she was appointed a Member
of the ‘Order of Australia’.
Professor Helen Garnett PSM,
Vice-Chancellor
Prior to taking up her role as
Vice-Chancellor in October
2003, Professor Garnett held the
position of Executive Director at
the Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation (ANSTO).
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Professor Garnett has had extensive
academic experience with education
institutions, including the University
of Wollongong and University of
Witwatersrand, South Africa. She
holds academic qualifications from
the University of Sydney and the
University of Wales. She is a Fellow
of the Academy of Technological
Sciences and Engineering and a
Fellow of the Australian Institute
of Company Directors and is an
AVCC nominated Director of IDP
Australia Education Limited and the
Australian Academic and Research
Network (AARNet).
With a national and international
reputation for her contribution to
the life sciences and the peaceful
development and application of
nuclear technologies, Professor
Garnett has served as an Australian
representative to the United Nations
International Atomic Energy Agency
and on committees of both the
Australian Research Council and
the NH & MRC. She was recognised
with an Australia Day Council
‘Public Service Medal’ in 2005 for
her outstanding public service
during her employment at ANSTO.
Associate Professor David Parry,
Chair Academic Board
Associate Professor Parry was
appointed as a lecturer on the
foundation staff of the University
College of the Northern Territory
in December 1986. Since that time
he has been involved in the merger
of the University College with the
Darwin Institute of Technology
to form the Northern Territory
University and later mergers to form
the Charles Darwin University.
During that time he has held
numerous positions including
associate dean Research and
Postgraduate Studies, Chair of
Research Degrees and Scholarships
Committee and director Postgraduate
Research Studies. He is currently
Associate Professor of Chemistry
with the University and Chair of
Academic Board. Associate Professor
Parry teaches environmental,
analytical and inorganic chemistry
at undergraduate level. His research
focus is chemical and biological
aspects of inorganic pollutants in
aquatic environments, including the

interface between ecotoxicology and
chemistry, with a strong emphasis
on the application of natural and
constructed wetlands for remediation
of contaminated waters from mine
and industrial sites
Dr Lorraine Connell
Dr Connell’s career in the education
sector spans 30 years. This career
has taken her to many different
settings around Australia, including
primary and secondary schools
in rural and urban areas. She has
undertaken roles in government,
private and Catholic schools, and
for the past 13 years has lectured
in arts and education at Charles
Darwin University.
Dr Connell is currently Practicum
Coordinator and lecturer within
the School of Education at Charles
Darwin University. She also teaches
arts at the Catholic Teacher’s
College, Baucau, East Timor.
Dr Connell’s qualifications are in
education and her Doctorate in
Teaching involved a return to the
primary-school classroom, where
she researched the teaching practice
she is so passionate about.
Mr Barry Ford
Born in Sydney, Mr Ford moved to
Darwin from Adelaide in 1972 and
was present for the Cyclone Tracy
experience. He has lived at various
times in Alice Springs, Katherine and
Darwin. He has had varied career
that began as a builder’s labourer
and which has included the roles of
chainman, concrete plant manager
and grocer before part-time study
and qualification as an accountant.
Mr Ford recently completed 15 years
service with the Paspaley Pearls
Group where he was most recently
the Chief Financial Officer. His longterm relationship with the University
began when he enrolled at the Darwin
Community College in 1974 and
subsequently received BBus (Acc) and
MBA (International Business).
Mr Joe Gallagher
Mr Gallagher is the president of
Unions NT (formerly known as
Northern Territory Trades and
Labour Council) and a member of
the Construction Industry Review
Group (CIRG) overseeing reform in
the Northern Territory construction

industry. He has contributed a long
involvement in the union movement
with the Construction, Forestry, Mining
and Energy Union (CFMEU) at both
state and national level, recently being
appointed as a Board Member of the
newly created NT Build, which will
oversee delivery of long service leave
to the Northern Territory construction
industry workforce. Joe is also the
Northern Territory coordinator of
Construction Industry Superannuation
(CBUS) and is the Northern Territory
Organiser for the CFMEU.
Mr Trevor LeLievre
Mr LeLievre is a PhD candidate
at Charles Darwin University and
holds an honours degree in politics.
He came to Darwin with his wife
and young family to research
the development of Timor Sea
gas. Before undertaking higher
education Mr LeLievre worked in
the rural sector, both in the service
industry and for several years on a
stock and cropping property.
Ms Bonnie Moss
Ms Moss has been a member
of staff at Charles Darwin
University for over 10 years.
She is currently project manager
‘LETSStart Exploring Together’
and has recently been working
with non-government community
services in management training.
Ms Moss is active in community
work and is a social justice
advocate. She has worked in a
range of community-based nongovernment organisations and is
interested in emerging community
service programs in rural and
remote Australia with particular
interest in how workers juggle the
responsibilities of the workplace in
order to deliver services that make a
change in people’s lives.
Mr Ippei Okazaki
Mr Okazaki is currently studying
for a Bachelor of Laws degree
as a mature age student at
Charles Darwin University. He
is a commercial pilot (fixed and
rotary). He has served in senior
positions in the tourism industry
including international wholesaler
and manager of one of the largest
lodges in Darwin. Mr Okazaki’s
published works on multi-lingual

tourism have been included in
journals and training manuals for
tourism operators.
Mr Peter Plummer (resigned May 2005)
Mr Plummer BSc, GradDip Mgt, Dir
Dip (AICD), AICD Adv Dip was
appointed as Chief Executive Officer
of the Northern Territory Department
of Education (now the Department
of Employment, Education and
Training) in May 2000. Mr Plummer
was previously chief executive officer
of Territory Health Services and chief
executive officer of the Department
of Mines and Energy, and has
held senior positions in two other
economic development departments
in the Territory. Before coming to the
Territory he worked for 16 years in
Papua New Guinea in the secondary
and tertiary education sectors.
Ms Jennifer Prince
Previously Deputy Under Treasurer
from April 1997, Ms Prince was
appointed Northern Territory Under
Treasurer in June 2002. She joined
Treasury in 1985 with responsibility
for intergovernmental financial
and budget policy matters. Ms
Prince commenced her career as
a Senior Therapy Radiographer
before moving to the Territory in
1979 to join the Northern Territory
Department of Health and has
involvement in relation to a range
of intergovernmental health policy
issues and hospital management.
Mr Neil Ross
Mr Ross was born in Alice Springs
and studied engineering at the
South Australian Institute of
Technology. He joined the family
firm of Ross Engineering in Alice
Springs in 1978 and during this
time studied fitting and machining
at Darwin Community College’s
Casuarina Campus.
Mr Ross has been a partner and the
Manager of Ross Engineering since
1983, overseeing growth in the
business which commenced with 8
employees and has increased to a staff
of around 30, including 5 apprentices.
Mr Ross is a director of Fluid Power
(Northern Territory) Pty Ltd and has
been on the Centralian Executive of
the Northern Territory Chamber of
Commerce and Industry (NTCCI) for
over 10 years, serving as Chairman

from 2000–2003. He is also a member
of the board of Footprints Forward, an
organisation promoting the expanded
employment and skills training of
Indigenous youth in Alice Springs
Professor Judith Whitworth AC
Professor Whitworth is the Director
of the John Curtin School of Medical
Research and Howard Florey
Professor of Medical Research at
the Australian National University
in Canberra where she heads the
High Blood Pressure Research
Unit. Professor Whitworth is an
Ambassador for Canberra and an
Ambassador for Women. She received
the awards of Telstra ACT Business
Woman of the Year in 2002, and ACT
Australian of the Year in 2004.
Professor Whitworth graduated from
the University of Melbourne, where
she gained qualifications of Doctor
of Medicine, a PhD and Doctor of
Science. The University of Sydney
awarded her an MD (Honoris
Causa) in 2004.
Professor Whitworth is a Fellow
of the Royal Australasian College
of Physicians and the Australian
Institute of Company Directors.
She has practised medicine and
researched extensively in Australia
and overseas, Chairing the Medical
Research Committee of the National
Health and Medical Research
Council of Australia and is a past
president of the Australian Society
for Medical Research and the High
Blood Pressure Research Council
of Australia. She is chair of the
WHO Advisory Committee on
Health Research (2004–2007) and
a member of the Global Forum for
Health Research.
Professor Whitworth’s previous
appointments were Australia’s
Commonwealth Chief Medical
Officer and Professor of Medicine
at St George Hospital, University of
New South Wales.
Professor Whitworth was made
a Companion in the Order of
Australia in 2001 for service to
the advancement of academic
medicine and as a major contributor
to research policy and medical
research administration in Australia
and internationally.
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Performance Review of
Council and Vice-Chancellor
Charles Darwin University has
processes in place to review
the performance of the ViceChancellor and Council members.
Each year Council devotes time to
consideration of broad governance
matters, including continuing
relevance of existing committees,
and in reviewing its own and
individual Council members’
performance. The Chancellor is
responsible, in the first instance,
for monitoring the contribution of
individual Council members and
counselling them on any areas for
improvement. In turn, individual
Council members use an appraisal
form to assess the performance of
the Council and the Chancellor.
The assessment and monitoring
of the Vice-Chancellor (CEO) is
handled by the Chancellor with the
assistance of the Deputy Chancellor.
They make an assessment and
report to the Council. After
discussion, the Chancellor
communicates the Council’s views
to the Vice-Chancellor. Assessment
and monitoring of other senior
managers is handled by the ViceChancellor, who provides reports
to the Chancellor.
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Monitoring Quality

Risk management

The University retains its status as
a Registered Training Organisation
following an external compliance
audit against a national quality
framework, the Australian Quality
Training Framework (AQTF).

The University continues to engage
a consultant to coordinate activities
related to the organisational Risk
Management Framework.

Following an audit by AUQA, the
University has been invited to
submit four entries to the AUQA
‘Best Practice Guide’ related to the
following commendations identified
in their report:
•

CDU’s recognition of its vital
role in Indigenous development
and its commitment to valuing
Indigenous people;

•

CDU’s establishment of the
Indigenous Support Unit,
Indigenous cadetships, and the
cross-cultural awareness
training program;

•

CDU’s secondary-school liaison
programs; and,

•

the introduction of Alternative
Exit Awards.

Following endorsement of the Risk
Management Framework by the
Finance Risk and Review Committee
at the November 2004 meeting,
the Committee has continued to
monitor activities associated with
the register and provide reports to
the Council. Major categories of
risk are identified and allocated to
senior management risk owners.
Risk owners have the responsibility
of formulating approaches and
strategies to address the risk.
Internal audit activities are informed
by the Risk Management Program.

Occupational Health and Safety
The University is committed,
through its occupational health and
safety policy, to providing a healthy
and safe workplace for all staff,
students and visitors.
The Safety, Health and Risk
Management Branch pursues
a proactive risk-management
approach to health and safety
issues to meet the requirements
of the occupational health and
safety policy and safety legislation.
The University has developed
and documented a range of
management actions to ensure
safe work practices.

Safeguarding Integrity in
Financial and Risk Reporting

The attainment of the overall
objective involves:

The Council has established a
finance risk and review committee
comprising the Chancellor (who
may not be the chairperson of the
Committee), the Under Treasurer
(while a member of Council) and
two members of Council who are
appointed by the Administrator of
the Northern Territory. The ViceChancellor is an invited member.

•

Reviewing and appraising the
adequacy and effectiveness of
the system of internal control;

•

appraising the relevance,
reliability and integrity of
management, financial and
operating data and reports;

•

The role and responsibilities of the
committee include:
•

•

assisting the Council to
exercise due care, diligence
and skill in discharging its
oversight duties; and,
assisting all levels of
management in the
effective discharge of their
responsibilities by providing
an annual independent
review of the University’s riskmanagement policies, practices
and controls.

reviewing the systems
established to ensure
compliance with those policies,
plans, procedures, statutory
requirements and regulations
which could have a significant
impact on operations;

•

reviewing the means of
safeguarding assets and, as
appropriate, verifying the
existence of such assets;

•

reviewing on an annual basis the
audit and risk assessment plan

•

appraising the economy,
efficiency and effectiveness with
which resources are employed;

•

reviewing operations or
programs to ascertain whether
results are consistent with
the University’s established
objectives and goals and
whether the operations or
programs are being carried out
as planned;

•

assessing the adequacy
of established systems
and procedures;

•

ensuring the independence
and objectivity of the internal
audit function and external
audit activities;

•

reviewing annual reporting
requirements and evaluating
the impact of any changes
in accounting standards or
regulatory requirements;

•

reviewing the final draft of the
annual financial statements,
including the corporate
governance statement and
providing the board with a
recommendation as to their
suitability for approval;

•

extending these activities to any
associated or subsidiary entities
over which the University
exercises effective control; and

•

reviewing annually the
objectives and membership of
the Committee.
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Ethical Standards in
Research and Teaching
Council wishes to conduct all its
activities ethically and responsibly.
Equally important to Council is the
encouragement of ethical conduct
not only by edict, but also by
example from all involved with
the University. It is the Council’s
objective that all dealings with staff,
with students, with the community
and with regulatory authorities
should be conducted honestly,
fairly, diligently and in accordance
with all applicable laws. Any
departure from such practice is
treated very seriously.
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In support of this, the University
maintains high ethical standards
for research and teaching
involving animals and humans.
The University’s Code of Conduct
for Research forms the basis of
an ethical approach to research.
The code sets out requirements
regarding the notion of data,
statements of authorship and other
issues. The University has two
ethics bodies with responsibility
for human research ethics and
animal ethics, which monitor all
ethical considerations associated
with research carried out under
the auspices of the University. Any
Charles Darwin University staff
or students intending to conduct
research involving animals or
which may impact on humans or
animals, or who intend to conduct
a teaching project with research
involving the participation or use
of humans or animals must obtain
ethical clearance.

Freedom of Information
Charles Darwin University is
committed to protecting your
privacy. The University’s Privacy
Statement contains the University
policy for management of the
personal information it collects. This
is part of procedures put in place
which aim to protect the privacy of
personal information in accordance
with the Information Privacy
Principles (IPPs) set out in the
Information Act (Northern Territory).
Full details of University privacy and
freedom of information procedures
can be located on the website:
http://www.cdu.edu.au/
informationact/index.html
The University received three freedom
of information requests in 2005.

Council Meetings
The number of Council meetings and the number of meetings
attended by each member of Council during 2005 are set out below:
Council meetings
Number of meetings attended

Number of meetings held during the time
the member held office in 2005

Richard Ryan

4

4

Lorraine Connell

3

4

Barry Ford

4

4

Joe Gallagher

4

4

Helen Garnett

4

4

Trevor LeLievre

3

4

Bonnie Moss

4

4

Ippei Okazaki

4

4

David Parry

4

4

Peter Plummer

0

2

Jennifer Prince

2

4

Neil Ross

4

4

Sally Thomas

3

4

Judith Whitworth

2

4

Council member’s name

In addition to the above selected meetings, Council members throughout the year participated in informal meetings and telephone
conferences. The University makes extensive use of email between meetings to keep the Chancellor and members informed of current
developments, to provide relevant background information, to deal with routine matters, and to allow formal Council meetings to
concentrate on important matters. Council members meet informally to discuss matters of interest and travel to visit assets, operations
or locations of particular relevance to the University.
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ACRONYMS LIST
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ACL

The Australian Centre for Languages

AHC

Annual Hours Curriculum (this relates to the delivery of face-to-face teaching hours in VET courses)

AIMS

Australian Institute of Marine Science

ANU

Australian National University

ARC

Australian Research Council

ASCILITE

The Australasian Society for Computers in Learning in Tertiary Education

ATSI

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

AUQA

Australian Universities Quality Agency

AVCC

Australian Vice-Chancellors Committee

BNA

Bioscience North Australia

CDU

Charles Darwin University

CFMEU

Construction, Forestry, Mining and Energy Union

CRC

Cooperative Research Centre

CSIRO

Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation

DEET

Department of Employment, Education and Training

DEST

Department of Education, Science and Technology

EFT

equivalent full-time

EFTSL

equivalent full-time student load

ELICOS

English Language Intensive Courses for Overseas Students

ESO

Essential Service Operations Program

HEW

Higher Education Worker

HEWRRs

Higher Education Workplace Relations Requirements

IDL

Interactive Distant Learning

ISC

Invasive Species Council Australia

IWP

International Welding Practitioners

LRG

Learning Research Group

NALP

National Accelerated Literacy Program

NESB

non-English-speaking background

NTFL

Northern Territory Football League

OCPE

Office of the Commissioner for Public Employment

PMD

People Management and Development

RQF

Research Quality Framework

SAN

Storage Area Network

SATAC

South Australian Tertiary Admissions Centre

SIRMS

Stable Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometer

THE–ICE

International Centre for Excellence in Tourism and Hospitality Education

VET

Vocational Education and Training

CONTACTS
Charles Darwin University
Darwin NT 0909
Australia
Website: www.cdu.edu.au
Freecall: 1800 061 963
Email: courses@cdu.edu.au

Casuarina Campus

Jabiru

Nhulunbuy

Ellengowan Drive Casuarina
Darwin

Van Delft Street
Jabiru

Postal address:
Charles Darwin University
Darwin NT 0909
Australia

Postal address:
PO Box 121
Jabiru NT 0886

Nhulunbuy Training Centre
Chestervield Circuit
Nhulunbuy

Phone: 08 8946 6666
Fax: 08 8927 0612

Katherine Annex

Palmerston Campus
University Avenue
Palmerston
NT 0830

19 Second Street
Katherine Training Centre Complex
Postal address:
PO Box 2169
KatherineNT 0851

Phone: 08 8946 7800
Fax: 08 8946 7833

Phone: 08 8973 8466
Fax: 08 8973 8460

Alice Springs Campus

Katherine Campus

Corner Stott Terrace and
Grevillea Drive
Postal address
PO Box 795
Alice Springs NT 0871
Freecall: 1800 654 865
Phone: 08 8959 5211
Fax: 08 8952 9856

(formerly NT Rural College)

Stuart Highway
Katherine
Postal address:
PO Box 2169
Katherine NT 0851
Freecall: 1800 779 577
Phone: 08 8973 8311
Fax: 08 8973 8300

Postal address:
PO Box 1479
Nhulunbuy NT 0881
Phone: 08 8987 0477
Fax: 08 8987 0499

Tennant Creek
Department of Employment,
Education and Training Facilities
Staunton Street
Tennant Creek
Postal address:
PO Box 1425
Tennant Creek NT 0860
Phone: 08 8962 4397
Fax: 08 8962 4552

Yulara
Postal address:
PO Box 250
Yulara NT 0872
Phone: 08 8957 7902
Fax: 08 8957 7912
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